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Montana, 1959: Bailey 188-150; Hofmann 188-147; Meyers 188-149; Ryall 189-72; Steinbrugge 189-71; Tocher 189-69; Wiegel 189-73; Witkind 188-148, 189-70
Nevada, history: Wood 188-156
prediction: Gzovskiy 191-107; Neret 188-179; Petuchevskiy 191-108
response spectrum: Clough 191-109
Rumania, catalog: Atanasiu 188-160
Saskatchewan, 1909: Agarwal 189-116
source function, Rayleigh waves: Aki 191-105
stress state at focus, Carpathian Mountains: Ruprechtová 190-134
strong-motion analysis, computer techniques: Hudson 189-114
Syria, catalog corrections: Ambraseys 189-77
textbook: Savarenskiy 188-155
1958: Kondorskaya 190-122
depth of focus in Caucasus: Tskhakaya 191-92
Tadzhik S. S. R.: Nersesov 189-79
volcanic, Congo: Shimozuru 188-155
water-level fluctuations: Rexin 189-119
world, 1958-60: Montandon 189-235
Earth tides, deviation of vertical, ocean tide attraction: Lennon 188-195
exploration tool for faults: Mandelbaum 190-149; Rigassi 188-192
gravimeter measurement, earthquake effect: Balakrishna 188-193, -194
horizontal pendulums, calibration: Schneider 190-151
orogeny, cause: Stovas 189-242; Woodriff 189-253
surface mass loads, Green's function: Longman 190-148
tectonic processes: Belyankin 188-196
tidal gravity corrections, 1962: Service Hydrographique de la Marine et Compagnie Générale de Géophysique 189-303
Egypt, age, biotite: Gheith 188-64
Elastic properties, coal, function of metamorphic rank: Toporets 188-276
cores, apparatus and methods: Shan'gin 188-214
feldspar: Aleksandrov 191-202
high pressure, ultrasonic interferometer: Ahrens 191-205
ice: Langleben 188-216; Nakaya 190-600; Serikov 189-608; Zhukov 189-567
micas: Aleksandrov 191-201
rocks, determination in place: Nicholls 190-168, 191-195; Swain 189-565
high pressure: Volarovich 191-199
U.S.S.R.: Belikov 190-172
Young's modulus: Köhlsling 189-156
sandstones, triaxial pressure: Horibe 188-215
Elastic waves, absorption: Silayeva 189-155; Vanek 191-197
acoustic field approximation: Gazaryan 191-179
amplitude, from M-discontinuity: Werth 189-158
layered medium: Lossovskiy 191-170
size of underground explosion: Carpenter 191-208
variation with frequency: DeNoyer 189-161
analog model: Chauveau 190-159
anisotropic half-space, reflection from: Bershteyn 190-162
attenuation, longitudinal waves: Klima 190-167
method of measuring: Aubeger 190-166
rock samples: Vasili'eva 191-196
azimuthal asymmetry, low velocity cylinder: Meecham 189-142
body, finite moving source: Ben-Menahem 188-204
inequalities at great distance: Roard 189-163
coupling, shotpoint medium: Adams 188-220
cylindrical function: Molotkov 191-187
decoupling effect, spherical cavity explosion: Adams 188-221; Willis 189-160
degenerated: Zaytsev 191-171
Elastic waves—Continued
dispersion, higher modes: Takahashi 191-160
Love waves: Takahashi 191-159
elastic globe: Sato 190-163
energy transfer, anisotropic mediums: Osipov 191-165
excitation, interface: Gilbert 189-143
explosions, characteristic periods: Keylis-Borok 189-151
effect of interface: Vavilova 189-146
extension, behind caustic: Babich 191-182
frequency, spectrum: Stewart 188-181
spherical seismic origin: Aoki 190-179
unilateral pressure: Konstantinova 191-200
geologic bodies, shape of: Buldyrev 191-183
geometric divergence: Gel'chinskiy 191-177
ground motion, near explosion: Yoshikawa 190-180
head waves, model studies: Davydova 191-191; Shamina 190-170
ray method: Alekseyev 191-178
horizontally polarized, underground explosions: Wright 190-178
horizontal stress applied to elastic half space: Cherry 189-140
impulses, distortion, by resonance analyzers: Gratsinskiy 190-160
inhomogeneous sphere: Nomura 190-165
interference zone, reflected and head waves superposed: Červený 190-156
line source, directivity problem: Gilbert 188-197
transversely isotropic elastic medium: Abubaker 191-154
liquid-solid boundary: Osipov 191-169
longitudinal, artificial earthquakes: Choudhury 189-343
dynamic characteristics: Shamina 191-172
Love, homogeneous medium: Deresiewicz 191-152; Hudson 190-152
transition zones: Sato 189-152
Elastic waves—Continued

low frequency oscillations, liquid half space: Molotkov 191-189
low velocity zone, change in displacement direction: Galperin 191-166
models, perforated: Gil'bershteyn 190-175; Ivakin 191-193
pinch out layers: Kun 191-168
two-dimensional: Shamina 190-171
M-waves, two major branches: Tazime 188-209
nonstationary, field near caustic: Babich 191-181
normal mode, elastic plates: Nakamura 188-207, 208
ocean bottom, pressure variations: Bradner 191-212
oscillations, layered structure: Molotkov 191-190
P-waves, nuclear explosions: Wright 189-157
PL modes, single layer: Gilbert 189-141
plane source: Pčč 189-145, 190-157, 190-158
propagation, cylindrical borehole: White 190-153
dissipative medium: Soluyan 191-173
effect of physical properties: Rinehart 189-153
exact transient solution: Flinn 189-139
interface: Gilbert 189-143
liquid layer over sloping bottom: Nagumo 188-201
nonhomogeneous medium: Gazaryan 191-180
thin layers: Molotkov 191-188
viscous-elastic halfspace: Bordonachev 189-147
Rayleigh, artificial explosion: Sheridan 191-151
dispersion: Tazime 191-161
free surface: Pod'yapol'skiy 188-206
liquid-filled porous solid: Deresiewicz 191-149
period equation: Dorman 189-150
reflection, liquid-filled porous solid: Deresiewicz 191-148
model study: Shamina 190-170
nonspecular boundaries: Voskresenskiy 191-192

Elastic waves—Continued

reflection and refraction, coefficients: Tazime 188-199
liquid-liquid and solid-solid interfaces: Bortfeld 190-154
resonant oscillations, overburden: Gupta 189-162
salt, behavior at CO2-filled cracks: Neunhoeffer 190-169
scaling law: Carder 189-159
scattering, rough surfaces: Abubakar 188-200
seismic-electric effect: Zablocki 188-218
SH-waves, semi-infinite elastic half space: Nag 188-202
total internal reflection: Hudson 191-156
shear, transient torsional couple: Datta 189-144
short period, semi-infinite isotropic medium: Sato 189-148
sonic booms, generated by: Oliver 191-211
spherical, reflection coefficients: Červený 191-162
spherical and cylindrical interfaces: Buldyrev 191-186
surface, dispersion: Harkrider 189-149
layered structure: Yamaguchi 191-157
two-layered structure including water layer: Yamaguchi 191-158
torsional oscillations of earth, attenuation: Zharkov 191-164
split spectral peaks: Usami 191-150
transformed, model study: Shamina 191-167
transition layer: Tsepelev 191-184
twisting impulse force, surface of spherical cavity: Dutta 188-203
velocity, anisotropic medium: Osipov 191-163
field seismoscope: Gil'bershteyn 190-181
granites of India: Hayakawa 188-212
ice: Thiel 188-566
increase with depth: Kunz 190-155
metamorphic rocks: Kravets' 191-198
Elastic waves—Continued  
velocity—continued  
variation with clay content of rocks: Hurtig 190-173  
variation with temperature in volcanic rocks: Iida 189-154  
viscoelastic material, reflected and refracted: Lockett 188-198  
wave front, derived from slip front on cylinder: Molotkov 191-185  
ray method: Babich 191-176  
Elasticity, anisotropic mediums: Anderson 191-153  
determination, uniaxial compression: Hardy 189-592  
dynamics of elastic bodies, reciprocal theorems: Hu 190-164  
energy of rupture: Vinogradov 191-652  
equation of state, rocks: Lombard 188-217  
line source, transversely isotropic elastic medium: Abubakar 191-154  
Poisson’s ratio, halite and potash ore: Warrick 188-213  
Rayleigh waves, transition to sound waves: Tazime 188-205  
rocks, absorption and dispersion of elastic energy: Donato 188-211  
high confining pressures: Fay 190-174  
in place measurements in India: Central Water and Power Research Station Poona 191-194  
laboratory measurements: Fairhurst 188-576  
sea-ice: Pounder 191-204; Tabata 189-603  
seismic modeling, automatic spectrum analyzer: Obukhov 190-161  
shearing-stress discontinuity: Nag 191-155  
twisting impulse force, surface of spherical cavity: Dutta 188-203  
wave fronts, ray method: Babich 191-175  
Electrical exploration, airborne, review: Mizyuk 191-242  
amplitude and phase oscillations, noninertial measurement: Ivanov 188-249  
apparent resistivity, physical nature: Polyakov 190-198  
apparent resistivity functions, linear approximation: Unz 191-229  

Electrical exploration—Continued  
arkeology: Hesse 189-187  
boundary problems: Gulyuzman 191-222; Kolbenheyer 191-227  
buried cylinders: Plokhikh 191-221  
buried spheres: Umezu 191-228  
charge method, phase measurements: Kevorkov 189-174  
Ural Mountain: Rodionov 188-246  
conductivity of groundings, low frequency: Rokityanskiy 188-244  
dipole electromagnetic method, asymptotic expression: Praus 191-232  
depth to conducting basement: Molochnov 188-233  
depth to inclined layer: Molochnov 188-234  
direction of profile: Zakharov 191-214  
length of lines: Nazarenko 189-176  
direct current, dipole method: Ri 190-193  
vertical layers: Ștefănescu 188-242  
double rotating field: Khomenyuk 191-233  
electromagnetic frequency sounding: Kozulin 191-235  
glaciers, U.S.S.R.: Borovinsky 191-245  
ground water: Ogil'vi 190-202  
highway engineering: Moore 188-522  
historical review: Kunori 188-247  
horizontally nonhomogeneous medium: Vedrintsev 189-175  
induced polarization: Chzh'nan' 190-192; Zaborovskiy 190-189  
cylindrical conductors: Pris 190-188  
electrodes: Nazarenko 190-190  
ground water: Petrucci 191-239  
interpretation: Belash 191-224  
low frequency: Pris 191-216; Svetov 191-215  
sulfides: Siegel 190-187  
thoretical analysis: Komarov 189-167  
U.S.S.R.: Shapovalov 190-191  
terpretation, theoretical vs empirical: Orellana Silva 191-226  
loop antenna, radiation intensity: Verbyts'kyy 191-243  
low-frequency, direct current: Ryss 189-173  
earth-atmosphere interface: Kaufman 191-223
Electrical exploration—Continued
magnetic field of an input line: Ștefănescu 188-241
magnetic moment, calculation: Polonjskiy 191-218
natural electrical field: Ryss 189-169
non-horizontal interfaces: Terekhin 188-245
oil, suitability of method: Yungul 190-200
permafrost: Dobrovol'skiy 189-185; Yakupov 190-204
point-source current, parabolic cylinder: Glyuzman 190-183
point source underground, field at surface: Fokin 189-168
resistivity, bauxite: Fritzsch 190-201
clay deposits: Arogyaswamy 190-205
ellipsoidal sonde with shielding: Cheremenskiy 190-195
ground water: Kelly 191-238
network analyzer: Yoshizumi 189-189, 190-207
pegmatites: Ignat'yeva 189-170
resistivity of probe: Rao 191-240
self-potential: Kaku 189-177;
Makino 189-179
earth current effect: Kojiro 189-182
Japan: Okabe 189-183
model studies: Yokoyama 189-184
ore deposits: Endo 189-180
soil and topographic effects: Ohashi 189-181
sulfide ore deposits: Seya 189-178
spherical inclusion, layered medium: Matveyev 191-213
temperature difference in ore body: Yamashita 190-199
topographic effect, model study: Vantsyan 190-203
transient processes, anomalous objects: Pris 191-220
cylinder: Pris 191-219
method: Kamenetskiy 191-237
vertical contact, total longitudinal conductivity: Kalenov 190-196
vertical electrical sounding, aquifers: Kōhsling 188-240
China: Ivanov 188-248
multilayered section: Pomin 188-239
point method: Kukuruza 188-238

Electrical exploration—Continued
vertical electrical sounding—continued
steep contacts: Pichugin 190-197
three layers on basement: Levadny 191-225
vertical magnetic dipole, radiation resistance: Negi 188-228
Electrical logging, accuracy, reservoir properties: Popov 190-225
capacitance effect: Mirsalimov 188-261
carbonate rocks: Per'kov 189-213
coal deposits: Gryzlov 190-228;
Plewa 190-233
computer interpretation: Tuman 189-201
earth currents, effect of: Garland 189-200
electrode potential method: Meyer 188-263
fracturing: Goryunov 191-254
gabbro: Zablocki 188-266
induction: Aksel'rod 190-224;
Buchheim 191-247; Dobrynin 190-223; Duesterhoeft 191-248;
Kaufman 191-251
interpretation, digital computer: Hargrave 190-230
Wyoming: Patchett 188-267
laterolog, China: Laboratory of Logging of the Academy of Petroleum of the MNP 190-229
instrumentation: Chukin 190-231
methods, U.S.S.R.: Dakhnov 189-203
mud resistivity, effect of additives: Johnson 188-264
ore deposits: Meyer 189-202
permeability: Ellanskiy 190-226;
Per'nikov 189-204
resistivity, clayey sands: Kamenev 188-274
model experiment: Kulinkovich 190-221
oil saturation: Anpilogov 189-209
permeability: Dolina 189-207
porosity: Kozina 190-222; Logovsky 191-250
reservoir properties: Boyarov 188-273; Vendel'shteyn 189-205
salt-water leakage: Moston 188-268
water quality: Turcan 191-255
water-oil contact: Sokhranov 188-262, 190-220
Electrical logging—Continued

resistivity—continued
water-saturated sands: Marušiak 189-212
with drill pipe in hole: Oilweek 189-214
review: Johnson 191-249
self-potential, diffusion-adsorption
potentials: Vandel'shteyn 190-227
effect of shot in ore boreholes: Meyer 188-265
Japan: Suyama 189-211
porosity: Anpilogov 191-253; Fel'dman 189-208; Komarov 189-210; Krinari 189-206; Malets­skaya 190-216; Potapov 190-219; Shakina 190-215; Shapiro 190-218
reservoir properties: Chekhov­skaya 190-217
specific surface: Boyarov 191-252
sulfides, Germany: Andreas 188-269
surveys, Bulgaria, ore deposits: Tuparev 191-629
Japan, uranium: Sano 188-511
Majorca, lignite: Sell Cantalapie­dra 190-232
U. S. S. R.: Itenberg 190-234; Stan­kevich 191-258
Azerbaijan A. S. S. R.: Kireyev 189-217
Chulym research drill hole: Po­yarkova 191-259
cis-Caucasus: Nechay 189-215
Emba region: Ayzenshtadt 191-260
Khanty-Mansiysk research drill
hole: Kozlov 191-256
Kuban downwarp: Bedcher 189-216
Kyanizadag area: Dadashev 188-272
Maksimkin Yar research drill
hole: Shumenkova 189-219
Pokus research drill hole: Dryakhlova 189-220
Rymben research drill hole: Gor­bachev 190-236
Uvat research drill hole: Alferov 191-257
Volga-Ural district: Per'kov 189-218
Zhigalov research drill hole: Su­limov 190-235

Electrical logging—Continued
surveys—continued
Yugoslavia, coal basins: Perić 188-270
Electrical properties, basalts, Mich­igan: Keller 188-275
coal, function of metamorphic rank:
Toporets 188-276
earth's interior, conductivity: Nor­itomi 190-241
electromagnetic waves, attenuation
in rocks: Dokoupil 190-240
fayalite: Bradley 190-237
gabbro, boreholes: Zablocki 188-266
in place measurement: Rush 191-262
natural electrical field, sulfide
ores: Davydov 190-243
resistivity, function of water con­tent: Keller 190-238
rocks: Ivanov 190-239; Mikhailova 188-277
saturated sand and clay sizes:
Sarma 191-261
self-potential, ore bodies: Bukhnikashvili 190-242
ore samples: Bukhnikashvili 188-278
sulfide ores: Sveshnikov: 188-279
thermoelectricity, pyrite: Hill 191-263
Electrical surveys, Alberta, ice
thickness: Keller 189-191
Arizona, ore below fanglomerate:
Frischknecht 188-250
Austria, water: Fritsch 188-254
Canada, Athabasca Glacier: Keller 189-191
France, salt springs: Horon 188-252
Germany, Hammerunterwiesenthal
phonolite: Jaeger 188-457
sulfides: Andreas 188-269
Illinois, glacial deposits: McGinnis 189-573
Italy, geothermal energy: Alfano 188-253
Jamaica, copper: Bergey 190-208
Japan, gold: Kobayashi 188-260, 189-197
Matsukawa hot spring district:
Ono 190-212
molybdenite: Shibato 190-213
Oshima Island: Ono 190-214
propylite: Kunori 189-199
Electrical surveys—Continued
Japan—continued
sulfides: Otaki 189-198
uranium: Ono 189-196
Mongolia, East Gobi depression: Fomina 190-211
Nevada, basalt thickness: Roller 188-251
Nigeria, tin placer deposits: Shaw 190-209
Northwest Territories, Devon Island glaciers: Greenhouse 189-193; Voegtli 189-192
Caspian area: Nazarov 188-259
glaciers: Borovinskii 189-194, 189-195, 190-210; Tokmagambetov 191-244
microisotropy: Levadnyy 191-246
Washington, lead-zinc deposits: Crosby 189-190
Yugoslavia, bauxite: Krulc 188-256
coal basins: Mladenovic 188-257
graphite: Ristic 188-255
Electromagnetic exploration, AFMAG, western U.S.A.: Kellogg 189-172
airborne, dipole induction: Artamonov 189-164
dual-frequency phase shift method: Paterson 188-227
helicopter: Paterson 191-236
single frequency device: Wieduwilt 191-231
sonic frequencies: Shaub 189-165, 189-166
build-up of field: Kovtun 188-229; Van’yan 188-237
continuous frequency sounding: Enenshteyn 190-194
diffraction, inhomogeneous sphere: Negi 191-230
dipole field, infinitely conducting disc: Douloff 188-225
dipole sounding: Molochnov 188-232, 188-235
glacier thickness: Rudakov 189-186
inhomogeneous cylindrical body, time-varying field: Negi 190-182
low frequency, amplitude-phase measurement: Svetov 190-206
model studies, single sheet and schistose conductors: Swanson 189-188

Electromagnetic exploration—Continued
radiowave transluence, iron deposits: Grachev 190-184
uranium deposits: Bondarenko 191-241
resistivity of country rock, buried sphere: Shaub 191-217
rotating magnetic field experimental verification of method: Shaub 188-243
secondary magnetic field: Yokoyama 189-171
stratified earth: Gasanenko 188-230; Wait 190-185
transmitter-receiver position, errors connected with: Sioninen 190-186
two-layered medium: Gasanenko 188-236; Van’yan 188-231
wave diffraction, conducting plate in conductive medium: Dmitriyev 191-234
Ellesmere Island, seismic surveys, glacier thickness: Weber 191-621
England, age, biotite: Miller 191-24
galena: Moorbath 189-22
granites: Lambert 188-2; Long 189-23; Miller 191-23
metamorphic rocks: Miller 189-24
gravity surveys, marine: Bott 189-309
magnetic surveys: Bott 190-481
paleomagnetism, Triassic remagnetization of Old Red Sandstone: Creer 189-453
seismic surveys, coal fields: Clarke 189-577
Epirogenesis, source of tectonic movement: Legrand Subiza 190-139
Ethiopia, magnetic field, measurements: Gouin 191-435; Mayaud 191-434
Europe, crust, structure: Payo 188-35
gravitation line: Morelli 189-277
gravity, Bad Harzburg-Etna calibration line: Morelli 189-343
earthquakes, 1901-55: Karnik 191-77
gravity, Bad Harzburg-Etna calibration line: Morelli 189-343
Rome-Barcelona tie: Morelli 191-368
microseisms, nature and origin: Zatopek 191-567
Explosion seismology, explosive energy, coupling to rock: Nicholas 190-177
nuclear explosions, acoustic waves: Jones 188-131
air to ground coupling: Tandon 190-176
strain release: Press 188-219
VELA UNIFORM: Bates 188-222
scaling law: Carder 189-159
transverse motion: Jones 191-206
upper mantle, P-traveltimes: Lehmann 191-408

F
Fiji, earthquakes, 1953: Houtz 189-81
earthquakes, 1961: Houtz 189-82
Finland, age, galena: Kouvo 188-73
age Precambrian rocks: Wetherill 188-72
crust, thickness: Tryggvason 191-401
Florida, age, dolomite: Deffeyes 190-12
Folding, crustal shortening, not related to: Carey 190-281
Fracturing, textbook: Thomas 188-567
France, electrical surveys, salt springs: Horon 188-252
radioactivity, granite: Prouvost 190-498
seismic surveys, Limagne basin: Carron 189-578
thermal springs, Haute-Auvergne: Roux 189-623
French Antilles, volcanic activity, prediction: Jolivet 190-613
Fusion curves, alkali metals, up to 50 kb: Newton 190-367

G
Galvanometers, compared with proton vector magnetometer: Bottom 188-394
Geodesy, academic training, Ohio State University: Heiskanen 189-239
altitude reduction: Jung 190-275
Czechoslovakia, review: Ryšavý 191-299
deflection of the vertical, topography isostatically reduced: U. S. Army Map Service 190-274
Geodesy—Continued
hypsometric curve of the earth: Tanner 190-273
network, Scandinavia: Honkasalo 190-276
reference ellipsoid, satellite observations: Burša 191-294
satellite observations, mean earth ellipsoid: Burša 191-297
triaxial ellipsoids, transformation: Pick 191-296
trigonometric networks, transfer: Kašpar 190-278
Geoid, computation, errors in geographic latitude: Pick 191-298
computation, formula: Mihaylov 190-270
gravity values: Arnold 190-272
pear-shaped component: O'Keefe 188-306
Geologic thermometry, Rumania, sulfide ores: Savul 189-335
Geomechanics, engineering and mining practice: Müller 191-647
Geomechanics, general discussion: Clare 191-645
time as a factor: Heitfeld 191-646
Geophones, oscillations of instrument and ground: Vasil' yev 190-572
Geophysical anomalies, potential, inverse problem: Nedyalkov 189-226
Geophysical exploration, alternative employment of geophysicists: Jones 191-285
apparatus, Poland: Izakowski 190-262
Canada, 1961: Oil in Canada 188-282
chromite, Yugoslavia: Šumi 188-299
computers: Morrison 190-259; Stoian 190-260; Teskey 189-229
cost analysis, U. S. S. R.: Karpushin 188-298
current status (1962): Brundage 190-256; Dobrin 191-276; Link 191-281; Woods 191-275
economic problems (1962): Lyons 191-279; McLarty 191-277; Moore 191-280
employment statistics (1962): Campbell 191-284
engineering applications: Drake 190-255
engineering geology, Poland: Bażyński 190-263
Geophysical exploration—Continued
faults, determination from geo­
physical maps: Klushin 191-292
geothermal energy: Klimentov 191-
391
ground water: McDonald 189-232
interpretation, ambiguity in: Roy
191-274
factors controlling limits: Buller­
well 188-293
mining, trends (1962): Paterson
191-283
North America, trends (1959):
Newfarmer 191-278
permafrost areas: Bulmasov 189-
231
personnel requirements (1960):
Woods 191-287
Poland: Skorupa 188-296, -297
rare metals, carbonatites and alka­
lic rocks: Vakhromeyev 190-
265
seasonal nature, U. S. S. R.: Tish­
chenko 190-250
statistical methods: Kulinkovich
190-257
student enrollment (1962): Hollister
191-286
technical limitations: Born 191-282
textbook: Bubleynikov 188-295;
Ogil’vi 189-228
U. S. R.: Semenov 190-264; Shiro­
kov 190-247
Geophysical research, AmericanGe­
ophysical Union: Smith 190-254
Arctic regions: Rigsby 188-283
changing character (1962): Brant
191-288
Czecho|ovakia: Žátopek 191-291
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics:
Ramage 189-233
information, content of the mean:
Matalas 191-273
nature and limitations: Cailleux
190-258
International Geophysical Calendar
for 1962: Shapley 189-234
mantle: Magnitskiy 188-374
Peru: Giesecke 191-290
review (1962): Berkner 190-253
textbook: Toperczer 188-294
Geophysical surveys, Antarctica:
Behrendt 191-265; Robin 191-
267; Shumskiy 190-252; Weih­
haupt 191-266
Geophysical surveys—Continued
Arctic, Chuchi cap: Hunkins 188-
284
T-3: Plouff 188-285
Arctic Ocean, U. S. S. R.: Gordienko
188-286
California, Owens Valley: Pakiser
190-244
India: Indian Minerals 190-251;
Kailasam 189-224
dam sites: Central Water and
Power Research Station Poona
191-272
Karorour glaciers: Desio 191-
271
Japan, lead-zinc deposits: Odani
189-225
Maryland, Rockville quadrangle:
Griscom 188-280
Saskatchewan, Coronation mine:
Rattew 190-246
U. S. S. R., Amur-Zeya depression:
Volodarskiy 191-270
diamond deposits: Bondarenko
189-221
Glavnyy Bol’shealmatskiy gla­
cier: Borovinskiy 191-268
Kazakh S. S. R.: Ayzenshtadt 190-
249; Babayants 188-231
Kirovabad area: Dzhafarov 189-
223
Kyzyl-Kum: Mel’kanovitskiy 189-
222
Lower Volga: Kozlenko 190-248
reefs in Cis-Urals: Khat’yanov
188-290
Tashkent: Mel’kanovitskiy 191-269
Venezuela, Alturitas area: Stenson
188-287
Yugoslavia, oil and gas: Aksin 188-
289; Mužijević 188-288
Geophysical well logging, Russian
terminology: Dakhnov 188-300
Georgia, age, metamorphic rocks:
Kulp 188-40
radioactivity surveys: Schmidt 189-
499
tektites, age of fall: Fucron 190-
93
Geosynclines, subsidence, phase
change at M-discontinuity: Mc­
Math 189-243
Geotectonics, continental drift:
Girdler 191-305; Runcorn 189-
248; Sougy 190-283; Weertman
189-247
Geotectonics—Continued
continental growth: Weeks 190-279; Wilson 189-251
cosmic factors: Eygenson 190-280
crustal deformation: Caputo 189-240; Khain 189-250; Popov 189-245
earth tides: Belyankin 188-196
expanding earth: Barnett 191-300; Egyed 188-427; Shneiderov 189-252
isostasy, tectonic factor: Lyustikh 191-302
Mendocino fracture zone, North America continuation: Gilliland 191-309
model studies: Hamilton 190-292
physicochemical model, heat source: Shimazu 191-301
recent movements, Alaska: Ivanhoe 190-288
California: Alexander 190-287
Greenland: Saxov 189-254
India: Kumar 189-256
Italy: Gantar 190-290
Japan: Miyamura 188-316
measurement of: Korhonen 188-313
U. S. S. R.: Kazanchan 189-255; Rudich 188-315; Shul'ts 191-310
rift systems, Arabo-Ethiopian swell: Mohr 191-306
sea level changes, glacial control: Gill 188-317
Scotia Arc, origin: Hawkes 190-284
 secular movements: Meshcheryakov 190-291
tilting: Bonchkovskiy 189-246
vertical movements, cause of folding: Lovejoy 188-307
gravity anomalies: Subbotin 189-241
velocity gradients: Reysner 188-314
volcanoes, tension in crust: Brouwer 190-605
wrench faults, length-to-offset ratio: Menard 191-307
Geothermal anomalies, U. S. S. R., Apsheron Peninsula: Sultanov 189-325
Geothermal energy, exploration methods: Klimentov 191-391
Iceland: Böðvarsson 190-343

Geothermal energy—Continued
Indonesia: Neuman van Padang 190-347
Italy: Alfano 188-253; Cassinis 188-555; Gennai 190-344; Vecchia 189-312
Japan: Hayakawa 189-332; Nakamura 189-333
New Zealand: Byron 189-329; Goguel 190-349; Studt 190-348
review of literature: Penta 190-342
United Nations Conference 1961:
Smith 188-362
Kamchatka: Syvatlovskiy 190-346
Kurile-Kamchatka: Averyev 190-345
pyrrhotite-pyrite solvus: Arnold 191-395
quartz, Rumania: Pomfleau 189-334; Savul 188-368
spalerite, dolomite, and calcite; Miami-Picher district: Schmidt 191-394
New Brunswick: Kalliokoski 191-396
Germany, age, metamorphism:
Davia 189-1
age, radiocarbon dates: Wendt 190-50
cosmic spherules, Bundsandstein: Utech 189-58
crust, structure: Berckhemer 189-130
density, rocks: Kopf 190-329
electrical borehole surveys, sulfides: Andreas 188-269
Germany—Continued
electrical surveys, Hammerunterwiesenthal phonolite: Jaeger 188-457
gravity surveys, Erzgebirge:
Grosse 190-330
Freiberg-Brand area: Berger 189-313
magnetic field, observations: Voelker 189-379
magnetic properties, basalts: Refai 189-437
magnetic surveys: Franz 189-473; Fröhlich 189-471; Jaeger 188-457; Kopf 189-470; Lauterbach 189-472; Särchinger 191-550
radioactivity surveys, faults: Lös er 189-502
seismic surveys: Grosse 191-628; Herrmann 191-626; Reinhardt 191-627; Rische 191-624; Thomas 191-625

Glaciation, cyclical variations of sea level: Fairbridge 188-321
Glaciers, Antarctica, Filchner ice shelf: Behrendt 189-319
Antarctica, flow regimen: Crary 190-296
Ross ice shelf: Crary 188-320
thermal gradient: Gow 189-262
British Columbia: Jacobs 189-263
drilling technique: Vilesov 189-279
fabric studies, ablation zone: Rigsby 189-277
flow mechanism, glacial shields: Vyalov 189-273
melting point: Steinemann 189-272
Greenland, flow in ice cliffs: White 189-264
visco-elastic properties: Nakaya 189-271
historical review, U.S.S.R.: Cher kasov 189-285
ice caps, equilibrium profiles: Weertman 189-260
ice cliffs, Greenland: Goldthwait 189-261
ice formation, U.S.S.R.: Makare vich 189-281
I.G.Y. research, U.S. program: Crary 189-258
Italy, Miage glacier: Carabelli 190-294
markers and ice augers: Ward 189-265

Glaciers—Continued
movement, analysis: Agostinelli 189-274
Antarctica: Bogoslovskiy 189-275; Swithinbank 191-319
Arctic and Antarctic: Haefeli 191-316
creep tests on ice: Butkovich 189-605
Devon Island: Cress 188-318
Greenland: Mälzer 191-314
measurement: Cherkasov 191-322; Millecamps 190-293
Norway: Glen 191-317
Novaya Zemlya: Svatkov 191-323
oxygen-isotope ratio: Sharp 189-278
photogrammetric measurements: Millecamps 191-318
plasticity of ice: Oulianoff 189-268
rate in west Greenland: Hofmann 191-313
theories reviewed: Scheidegger 189-259
Washington, Blue Glacier: Shreve 191-315
U.S.S.R.: Barvenko 189-280, 191-311; Makarevich 191-320
vertical profiles: Meier 189-270
Sweden, Operation Ice Tunnel:
Lundbergh 190-295
temperature measurements, Greenland Ice Cap: Hansen 189-276
thermal conductivity, U.S.S.R.: Tokmagambetov 189-283
thermal regime, Antarctica: Bogo slovskiy 189-275
viscosity and cohesion, U.S.S.R.: Tokmagambetov 189-282
waves, dynamics: Lliboutry 189-266
formation: Nye 189-267
traveling: Weertman 189-269
Gravimeters, calibration: Suda 189-301
coscillation of the support: Bul anzhe 191-362; Romanyuk 191-363
earthquakes, effect of: Balakrishna 188-194
marine: Lange 190-315; Romanyuk 190-319, -320, -321; Tsuboi 190-322
accuracy: Grushinsk y 191-381
automation of Gss2: Schulze 191-355
Gravimeters, marine, equations of motion: Kuzivanov 191-364
marine, photo-recording: Popov 191-360
quartz pendulums: Aleksandrov 191-358
Russian PNU: Sukhodolskiy 191-361
pendulum, cylindrical blade: Romanyuk 190-317
Dominion Observatory at Ottawa: Hamilton 189-299
error due to thermal expansion: Beck 189-300
Golitsyn vertical: Mironov 188-336
Japanese GSI: Inoue 189-302
quartz clock: Tulin 191-359
scale factors, effect of internal pressure variations: Gantar 190-318
stationary clock pendulums: Wolf 190-316
Gravity, absolute value, Melbourne: Inoue 189-304
absolute value, Tokyo: Inoue 189-304
Union of South Africa: Wiid 189-305
acceleration, Eötvös experiment repeated: Dicke 191-324
measurement at sea: Popov 191-354
accreting planet, nonhydrostatic stresses: Jobert 189-38
Antarctica, base network: Behrendt 191-369
cylinder, homogeneous circular: Kolbenhayer 191-334
deflection of vertical, calculation: Kazinskiy 191-328
earth tides, Green's function: Longman 190-148
Europe, Bad Harzburg-Etna calibration line: Morelli 191-366
gravimeter calibration system: Marzahn 190-304
Rome-Barcelona tie: Morelli 191-368
free oscillations of earth: Nakagawa 190-138; Nishimura 188-180
geopotential heights, accuracy: Ramsayer 190-303
Hungary, research in 1957-59: Renner 191-374
Gravity—Continued
infinite homogeneous rotating viscous medium: Stephenson 189-287
Italy, base network: Gantar 191-367
model study, axial stress: Caputo 191-327
potential, surface and satellite observations compared: Cook 189-286
upward continuation: Tsuboi 189-288
prism, infinite homogeneous and nonhomogeneous: Kolbenhayer 191-333
regional fields, approximation by higher order polynomials: Fajklewicz 190-298
review of concept: Gamow 191-325
Rumania, base network: Botezatu 188-337
satellite measurements, asymmetric equatorial field: Smith 191-331
screening effect, eclipses: Nakagawa 190-302
tidal corrections, 1962: Service Hydrographique de la Marine and Compagnie Générale de Géophysique 189-303
time variations, tide effect: Nakagawa 190-299, -300, -301, -302
variation, surface of earth: Mikhailov 190-270
Gravity anomalies, analytical continuation in lower halfspace: Constantinescu 188-327, -328
attitude of disturbing bodies: Raspopov 188-332
classification: Kulikov 189-298
computation, Fourier series: Kivioja 191-338
irregularly shaped bodies: Roy 188-322
density interfaces, variation in difference: Managadze 189-297
depth to center of disturbing mass: Kononkov 189-293
error correction, mean gradients method: Avdulov 190-312
first and second derivatives: Shvank 191-343
geotectonics, indicators of vertical movements: Subbotin 189-241
interpretation: Andreyev 190-308
criteria for verifying: Bulakh 191-347
Gravity anomalies—Continued
interpretation—continued
cylinder equivalents: Tyapkin 191-346
direct method: Afanas'yev 191-337
integral grid: Bulakh 191-335
master charts: Tyapkin 191-350; Yun'kov 191-344-345
structural relief: Danes 189-292
linear combination method: Carrozookie 191-342
local separated from regional: Yun'kov 191-336
location of disturbing mass: Bryusov 190-313
plane problem, three-dimensional bodies: Tyapkin 191-348
regional removed from local, calculators: Litvinenko 188-330
vertical coordinate of disturbing mass: Afanas'yev 188-331
vertical gradients, mountainous regions: Raspopov 188-333
Gravity exploration, airborne, interpretation: Paterson 188-323
airborne, terrain corrections: Chinnery 188-324
density determination, superficial layer: Mende 188-335
depth to basement: Klushin 190-467
fractured sedimentary rocks: Andreyev 190-531
free-air reduction, isostasy: Arnold 189-289
gravimeter-altimeter, U.S.S.R.; Golomb 190-314
instrument correction, nomograms: Berezin 191-365
local relief effects: Berezin 191-340, 341
marine: Lange 190-315
microgravimetric surveys: Thyssen-Bornemisza 189-291
modeling fields: Blinstrupas 189-462
mountainous areas, rock density: Vecchia 188-334
moving gravimeter, Eötvös corrections: Glicken 191-353
ocean tide measurement: International Geophysical Year Bulletin 189-319
ore bodies, depth of penetration: Yarosh 190-311
plutons, mapping contacts: Kane 188-325
Gravity exploration—Continued
profile, index of irregularity: Crenn 190-307
quadrature formulas: Strakhov 191-494, 495
sand dune areas: Colley 188-326
second vertical derivative, calculation: Sagitov 189-294
separation of total fields, frequency filtering: Gladkiy 188-329
sloping contacts, direction determined: Bott 190-305
terrain corrections: Kane 191-339; Winkler 190-306
two-dimensional bodies, nomograms for parameters: Pavlovskiy 190-310
U.S.S.R., chalcopyrite: Mudretsova 190-332
vertical derivative, graphical calculation: Tyapkin 190-309
vertical gradient, calculation from known anomalies: Raspopov 189-295
topographic effect: Raspopov 189-296
zero-point correction, nonlinear: Ladynin 191-351
Gravity field of the earth, calculation: Nedelkov 189-290
coefficient J of second harmonic: Lecar 188-304
distribution of continents: Lamar 191-326
equatorial ellipticity: Sehnal 191-332
satellite measurements: Cook 191-329; Jacchia 188-303; Smith 191-330; Szabo 190-297
shape of earth: Bjerhammar 189-238
third degree zonal harmonic: Whipple 189-237
Gravity surveys, Alaska: Barnes 188-351; Ostenso 191-370
Antarctica: Grushinskii 191-357; Lazarev 191-383; Ushakov 189-584; Zommer 191-382
Arizona: Plouff 188-344
Australia: Mumme 189-318; 191-380; Pegum 191-379
California: Jackson 188-350; Kovach 190-327; Mabey 188-452; Oliver 188-348; Pakiser 188-349
Colorado: Plouff 188-340; Qureshy 190-326; Stuart 188-341
Gravity surveys—Continued

England, marine: Bott 189-309

Germany: Berger 189-313; Große 190-330

Hawaii, Kilauea Volcano: Krivoy 188-352

Hungary, research in 1957-59: Renner 191-374

Idaho: Hill 188-346

Italy, geothermal energy: Vecchia 189-312

Ivory Coast, isostatic anomalies: Rechenmann 189-310

Japan, Joban coalfields: Matsuda 189-317

Kumamoto district: Chujo 189-316

massive metal deposits: Momose 188-361

Yamagata basin: Ogawa 190-335

Manitoba: Innes 189-308

Michigan, fracture zones: Pohly 189-306

Nevada: Kane 188-345

New Mexico: Andreasen 188-342, 190-477; Joesting 188-343

North Carolina: Mann 190-323

Northwest Territories, Ellesmere Island: Crowley 190-328

Norway, Oslo area: Smithson 189-314

Oklahoma: Lyons 190-324

Ontario: Innes 189-308

Pacific Ocean: Gaynanov 190-334

North Carolina: Mann 190-323

Northwest Territories, Ellesmere Island: Crowley 190-328

Greenland, age, beach deposits: Washburn 189-19

age, igneous and metamorphic rocks: Kulp 189-15

gotectonics, recent movements: Saxov 189-254

geotectonics, recent movements: Saxov 189-254

temperature measurement: 189-276

visco-elastic properties: Nakaya 189-271

gnostatism, Paleozoic and Mesozoic: Bidgood 188-430

radioactivity, Ilfmuussaq batholith: Buchwald 188-473

seismic surveys: Roethlisberger 189-576

Gulf of Mexico, seismic surveys: Ewing 189-582

H

Hawaii, gravity surveys, Kilauea Volcano: Krivoy 188-352

Hawaiian Islands, magnetic field, observations: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 189-377

microseisms, annual variation: Bernard 189-479

volcanic activity, Halemaumau: Richter 190-608
Hawaii—Continued
volcanic activity—continued
Kilauea Iki: Ault 190-609
prediction: Macdonald 190-610
Heat flow, Atlantic Ocean, bottom
sediments: Gerard 189-324
Austria, Alps: Clark 188-365
Bering Sea: Foster 190-333
Canada: Garland 190-337
distribution in earth: Drummond
189-321; Valle 191-385
instrumentation, borehole ther­
mmeter: Doig 189-330
Japan, Hokkaido hot springs: Fuku­
tomi 191-392
Manitoba, Flin Flon: Beck 191-389
mantle, mechanism: Lyubimova
191-387
measurement at surface: Mongelli
191-386
meters, accuracy: Kaganov 189-331
ocean sediments, dissipation of
tide energy: Stewart 189-320
Pacific Ocean: Uyeda 189-326
Quebec, Montreal area: Saull
189-323
volcanic steam pressures: Nekho­
roshev 190-336
Helium, diffusion, sedimentary
rocks: Newton 189-236,191-293
Hot springs, Japan, geological study:
Nakamura 191-698
Hungary, age, general listing:
Ovcchinnikov 188-68
ground surveys, research in 1957-59: Renner 191-374

I

India—Continued
age—continued
granite: Desio 188-95
crust, structure: Chakravorrtty
189-345
gophysical surveys: Central Water
and Power Research Station
Poona 191-272; Desio 191-271;
Indian Minerals 190-251; Kal­
asam 189-224
geotectonics, recent movements:
Kumar 189-256
magnetic surveys, manganese: Rao
189-443
seismic surveys, Ukai dam site:
Central Water and Power Re­
search Station Poona 191-637
seismicity: Central Water and Pow­
er Research Station Poona 191-95
Indian Ocean, radioactivity: Khitrov
190-502
Indiana, age, radiocarbon dates:
Winkler 191-17
Indonesia, geothermal energy: Neu­
man van Padang 190-347
Internal constitution, Upper Mantle
Project, Canadian program:
Canadian Mining Journal 190-361
Iowa, radioactivity surveys, Decorah
fault: Lorenz 189-500
Ireland, age, radiocarbon dates: Mc­
Aulay 190-27
Isostasy, glacial loading, North
America: Farrand 190-289
Isotopes, adsorption of gases, low
temperature: Hoering 189-368
argon, New Zealand thermal areas:
Hulston 189-327
barium, meteorites: Umemoto 188-112
Canadian research: Russell 189-14
carbon, enzyme-catalyzed reaction:
Hoering 188-379
fractionation: Hoering 188-376,
188-378
graphite and marble in Sweden:
Landergren 190-369
micro-organisms: Hoering 189-367
New Zealand thermal areas: Hul­
ston 189-328, 190-371
recent sediments and ancient oils:
Eckelmann 189-368
rural and marine air: Keeling 188-377
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Isotopes—Continued

carbon—continued
stratosphere: Brown 190-370
cesium, meteorites: Umemoto 188-112
deuterium, New Zealand hydrothermal areas: Hulston 190-371
oil and bitumen: Mzhachikh 188-380
seasonal firn layers: Lorius 189-358
deuterium-hydrogen ratio, galactic: Weinreb 191-218
getter-ion pump: Ebert 189-366
hydrogen, water: Schatenstein 188-381; Uklonskiy 191-419
krypton, from uranium: Dobronravova 190-380
lead, carbonaceous chondrites: Marshall 190-79
galena from Australia: Richards 190-374
instrumentation: Richards 189-361
ore deposition in U. S. S. R.: Tugarinov 190-375
ores and rocks at Balmat, N. Y.: Doe 191-415
origin of granite: Gorai 191-416
pelagic sediments: Chow 189-360
single galena crystal: Austin 188-384
South Africa: Burger 188-383
structure study in New Mexico: Slawson 189-362
meteorites, primoidal gas: Tilles 190-78
Yardymly 191-44
molybdenum, meteorites: Murthy 190-77
oxygen, coexisting carbonates, cherts, and diatomites: Degens 190-378
coexisting minerals in rocks: Taylor 190-376
density comparison method of determination: McCarthy 188-386
fractionation: Hoering 188-378; Taylor 190-377
glacial movement: Sharp 189-278
marine carbonates: Emiliani 188-385
water: Schatenstein 188-381; Uklonskiy 191-419
oxygen-18, method of determination: Boyer 189-363

Isotopes—Continued

oxygen-18—continued
rural and marine air: Keeling 188-377
potassium-40, Aroos meteorite: Stauffer 190-76
rare gases, meteorites: Merrihue 190-80; Stauffer 190-81
selenium, geochemistry: Krouse 190-379
silver, abundance ratios: Shields 189-364
iron meteorites: Murthy 190-85
strontium, limestones: Urbach 189-365
variations: Cast 188-18
sulfur, Australia, Broken Hill: Lawrence 191-417
chondrites, sulfur in chondrites: Shima 190-73
New Zealand hydrothermal areas: Hulston 190-371
S-32/S-34 ratios in nature: Thode 188-387
tritium, chondrites: Bainbridge 190-84
ground water at Nevada Test Site: Clebsch 188-382
Jungfraufirn: Oeschger 189-357
measuring method: Buttlar 189-359
stratosphere: Brown 190-370
thermonuclear explosions: Wolfgang 190-373
T/H ratio: Fireman 190-372
uranium, fractionation: Koshelev 188-390
ores of world distribution: Smith 188-388
uranium-235, enrichment in U. S. S. R. samples: Cherdynets 188-389
vanadium-50, Aroos meteorite: Stauffer 190-76
water, natural cycle: Jacobshagen 191-418
xenon, from uranium: Dobronravova 190-380
meteorites: Clarke 190-72; Jeffery 188-115; Krummenacher 190-83; Reynolds 188-113; Zähringer 188-114
Israel, radioactivity, water: Mazor 191-580
Italy, age, radiocarbon dates: Ferrara 190-34
Italian — Continued

1. Electrical surveys, geothermal energy: Alfano 188-253
2. Geotectonics, recent movements: Gantar 190-290
3. Geothermal energy: Gennai 190-344
4. Glaciers, Miage glacier: Carabelli 190-294
5. Gravity, base network: Gantar 191-367
6. Gravity surveys, geothermal energy: Vecchia 189-312
7. Magnetic surveys, Monte Nuovo: Gianfrani 191-549
8. Pulgia: Gantar 190-482
10. Radioactivity, atmosphere: Mattana 191-579
11. Seismic surveys, geothermal energy: Cassinis 188-555
12. Volcanic activity, Vesuvius: Imbo 190-621

Ivory Coast, gravity surveys, isostatic anomalies: Rechenmann 189-310

Japan — Continued

1. Electrical surveys, gold: Kobayashi 188-260, 189-197
2. Matsukawa hot spring district: Ono 190-212
3. Molybdenite: Shibato 190-213
4. Oshima Island: Ono 190-214
5. Sulfides: Otaki 189-198
6. Uranium: Ono 189-196; Sano 188-511
7. Geophysical surveys, lead-zinc deposits: Odani 189-225
8. Geotectonics, recent movements: Iijima 189-257; Miyamura 188-316
9. Geothermal energy: Hayakawa 189-332; Nakamura 189-333
10. Gravity surveys, Joban coalfields: Matsuda 189-317
11. Kumamoto district: Chujo 189-316
12. Massive metal deposits: Momose 188-361
13. Yamagata basin: Ogawa 189-335
15. Magnetic properties, schists: Yskawa 191-478
16. Shales and sandstones: Kawai 189-444
17. Magnetic surveys, Mt. Kabuto: Kang 189-475
18. Paleomagnetism, Neogene: Takeshita 191-490
19. Radioactivity exploration, procedure: Sano 188-483
20. Radioactivity surveys, Akita Prefecture: Sano 188-510
22. Fukushima Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-494
23. Hiroshima Prefecture: Nakai 188-492
24. Igneous contacts: Nishimura 190-513
25. Iwate Prefecture: Horikawa 188-489, 493
26. Jōban area: Horikawa 188-491; Iwaki Prefecture: Toizumi 188-487
27. Molybdenite: Shizhao 190-213
28. Mount Asahidake: Suyiyama 188-490, 496
29. Niigata Prefecture: Kawachi 191-595

Jamaica, earthquakes, 1957: Robinson 190-117
1. Electrical surveys, copper: Bergey 190-208
2. Thermal springs: Zans 191-388
3. Age, granite: Miller 189-30; Nagai 190-22
4. Age, metamorphic rocks: Miller 190-23
5. Radiocarbon dates: Kigoshi 190-48
7. Crustal structure: Research Group for Explosion Seismology 190-358; Suzuki 189-347
8. Earthquakes, 1961: Hagiwara 191-82; Hoshina 190-124; Kanai 191-87; Kishinouye 191-80; Miyamura 191-84; Mortimoto 191-86; Murai 191-85; Omote 191-83; Osawa 191-81; Yoshiyama 191-79
9. Intensity-frequency relationship: Ikegami 188-171
10. Tsunami: Ohya 190-136
11. Electrical exploration, propylite: Kunori 189-199
12. Self potential method: Okabe 189-183
Japan—Continued
radioactivity surveys—continued
Okayama Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-497
ore deposits: Hatuda 188-499
Tsuyama basin: Nagahama 188-488
uranium: Sano 188-511
Yamaguchi Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-498
seismic surveys, ore deposits:
Kitsunezaki 188-564
sparker: Chujo 188-563
uranium: Furuya 188-562
seismicity, 1923-59: Hirano 188-167
depth distribution of hypocenters:
Matsushima 188-172
Hokkaido: Ono 189-93
submarine geology, Tsugaru
Straits: Sasa 191-687
thermal springs, Arima area: Nakamura 189-625
geological study: Nakamura 191-698
Hokkaido: Fukutomi 191-392
Mounte Iwate: Nakamura 188-599
volcanic activity, Myojin Reef:
Morimoto 190-627
Sakurajima: Yoshikawa 190-626
volcanic earthquakes, microtremors: Kamo 190-635
volcanoes, Aso: Taneda 188-594
Noboribetsu: Murozumi 189-619
Sakura: Taneda 189-620
Showashinzan: Matsuo 189-622
Jointing, parallel to surface, origin: Muller 191-648

K
Katanga, age, uranium mineralization: Cahen 190-16
Kentucky, magnetic and gravity surveys: Watkins 191-541
radioactivity surveys: Bates 191-591
Kenya, age, basalt: Koenigswald 190-17
Korea, age, igneous and metamorphic rocks: Polevaya 188-97
seismicity: Rustanovich 190-129

L
Labrador, age strandlines: Løken 190-14
Lava, flow dynamics: Yokoyama 188-587
Leveling, astronomic, gravimetric correction: Arnold 190-277
Libya, age, radiocarbon dates: McBurney 188-63

M
Magma, origin: Shimazu 190-353
volutables, behavior during cooling: Matsuo 189-626
Magnetic anomalies, analytical continuations: Constantinescu 188-327, 328
determination of ΔT: Gorodenskiy 188-436
extension to a given altitude: Nasonov 191-522
high intensity, correction term: Gorodenskiy 188-435
interpretation: Logachev 191-530
complex variables: Shalayev 191-496
ΔZ isolines in vertical plane: Strakhov 190-468
Fourier integral transform: Solov'yev 191-519
integral grid: Bulakh 191-335
tangents method: Gel'fand 191-500
two-dimensional problem: Tyapkin 190-471
Zx, Hx, and Zz gradients: Gel'fand 191-501
master charts: Bugaylo 191-50; Kuznetsov 191-511
remanent magnetization: Books 190-453
variable susceptibility of rocks: Timofeyev 191-509
vertical and horizontal gradients: Solov'yev 191-497
zero level, two dimensional cases: Konstantinov 191-518
Magnetic exploration, airborne, basement depth determination: Ramaswamy 191-529
airborne, correlation with ground surveys: Orlov 190-475
bodies of ordinary geometric shape: Mikov 191-503
center of gravity of body, vertical coordinate: Tyapkin 191-524
data correction, chording method: Jenny 188-444
Magnetic exploration—Continued

declination, rapid determination: Legar 190-474
\( \Delta T \) curves, pantograph for transformation: D'yachkov 190-478
depth to basement: Klushin 190-467
depth to disturbing bodies: Gusev 191-514; Mikov 191-520; Pro- 
vodnikov 191-508; Pyatnitskiy 191-499
depth to sphere or cylinder: Pro-
vodnikov 191-507
direct and inverse problems: Kol-
yubakin 188-438
direction of total vector, determi-
nation: Tyapkin 190-470
helicopter: Paterson 191-236
inclined line of observation: Mikov 191-504
iron ores: Belevtsev 191-531
isogon maps, oil exploration: Jenny 188-441
magnetic vein, attitude: Hervás  
Burgos 191-528
master charts: Carrozza 191-525; Pro-
vodnikov 191-506
methods reviewed: Zaslavskii 189-472
micromagnetic method: Bareja 190-
473; Ignat'yeva 189-170, -463;  
Jenny 188-442, -443; Lauter-
bach 189-460
micropulsations of earth's field, 
base station monitor: Hoyl-
man 188-445
modeling fields: Blinstrupas 189-
462
oblique magnetization: Orlov 190-
466; Solov'yev 191-497, -498
paraboloid of revolution, \( H \) and \( Z \) 
calculated: Fedorova 191-521
potential derivatives, transforma-
tion of curves: Solov'yev 191- 
516
potential fields, analytical exten-
sion: Strakhov 188-437
"pseudogravitational" field: Simo-
enko 191-502
quadrature formulas: Strakhov 191-
494, -495
relief of terrain, iron deposits: 
Ferdmanzhiev 191-527
secular variations of the geomag-
netic field: Orlov 191-526
similarity of anomalies, depth de-
termination: Nassonov 190-469

Magnetic exploration—Continued

structure of magnetic field, spatial 
analysis: Pudovkin 188-439
two-dimensional potential fields: 
Serbulenko 191-515, -517
U.S.S.R., kimberlite dikes: Bary-
gin 191-560
vector direction, determination: 
Simonenko 191-513
vein systems, micromagnetic 
measurements: Conrad 189-461
vertical bodies of simple shape: 
Larionov 191-505
vertical sounding: Larionov 191-512
Magnetic field of the earth: asy-
metric shape: Harrison 191-425
aurora, nuclear explosion: Hoerlin  
189-371
simultaneity at conjugate points: 
DeWitt 189-392
bays, cause: Brown 189-406
current system: Rikitake 190-406
morphology: Fukushima 190-402
Turkey: Özdoğan 190-405
cosmic ray perturbations: Mariani  
191-451
daily variation, reversal at Addis 
Ababa: Gouin 189-388
def ormation, quiet days: Smith 189-
402
dipole near thin plasma sheet: Wait  
191-427
dipole representation, graphs: 
Mlodnosky 190-382
distant field: Harrison 191-424
distortions, proton belt: Akasofu  
191-452
radar measurement: Leonard  
190-424
disturbances, 1958: Davis 190-403;  
Ionosphere Research Commit-
tee 189-381, -382, -383, -384
Antarctica: MacDowall 190-408
Arctic and Antarctic: Alexandrov  
189-395; Nikolovsky 189-394
low latitudes: Kotadia 189-396
radio scintillations: Briggs 188- 
408
Tungus meteorite: Ivanov 191-56; 
Obashev 191-57
diurnal variations, Tamanrasset: 
Duclaux 190-404
electrojet, effect of disturbances: 
Wright 191-445
electromagnetic waves, long peri-
od: Heirtzler 189-370
Magnetic field of the earth, electron distribution near equator:
Goldberg 191-420
fluctuations, observations: Haraldson 188-404
geomagnetic tides: Rao 190-394
Great Arctic anomaly: Alldredge 189-373
horizontal perturbation vector:
Lebeau 189-405
hydromagnetic waves: Cole 190-429; Sugiura 189-369
impulses, sun-earth relations:
Paghis 190-416
instrumentation, low frequency recorder: Yegorov 191-433
vectograph: Jaeschke 191-432
International Quiet Sun Year: International Geophysical Year Bulletin 190-447
ionospheric currents, near geomagnetic equator: Cahill 188-393
lunar tides, low latitude: Rao 190-407
magnetoosphere surface currents:
Beard 191-421
measurements: Alaska: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 190-388
Antarctica: Oguti 188-407
Arizona: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 190-387
Australia: Parkinson 191-437
Canada: Loomer 188-397, -398
Ethiopia: Gouin 191-435; Mayaud 191-434
Germany: Voelker 189-379
Hawaii: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 189-377
Japan: Geographical Survey Institute 189-380; Kakioka Magnetic Observatory 191-436
Puerto Rico: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 189-378
Spain: Cardús 190-389, -390, -391; Miguel y Gonzales Miranda 190-392
Sq convergence: Molina 191-438
Virginia: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 190-386
perturbations, difference between sunlit and dark auroral zones:
Oguti 188-407
plasma around earth: Kellogg 191-426

Magnetic field of the earth—Continued
micropulsations: Jacobs 190-437; Kato 190-401; Westphal 191-447
5 to 30 sec in auroral zone:
Campbell 188-403
equatorial regions: Hutton 190-430, 191-444
magneto-hydrodynamic waves:
Ginzburg 190-399
motion of ocean waves: Crews 189-407
pearls: Jacobs 191-443; Vozoff 191-442
sharp cutoff: Scarf 189-399
spatial coherence: Duffus 189-403
model radiation belt: Akasofu 188-392
nature, determination by alkali ions at high altitude: Harrison 188-391
pulsations: Kato 190-439
3-7 min period: Bol'shakova 191-446
Göttingen: Angenheister 188-405
hydromagnetic waves in the exosphere: Kato 190-434
morphology: Kato 190-433
origin: Watanabe 190-400
patterns: Bolshakova 189-397
pt-type: Saito 189-404
systematic variations: Bol'shakova 189-398
unusual types: Končný 191-449
ring current, generation: Kern 191-456
self-consistent calculation: Akasofu 191-429; Beard 191-428
shape of field: Spreiter 190-381
whistlers: Spreiter 191-430
Rumania, 1954-59: Constantinescu 188-400
satellite measurement: Dolginov 188-401; Fougere 190-383
secular variations: Siráň 190-393
displacements in core: Barta 189-386
Rumania: Constantinescu 188-399
short period pulsations, earth currents: Yokoyama 191-70
solar corpuscular radiation: Oba-yashi 189-408
solar wind, reaction with magnetosphere: Axford 191-422
trapping by Van Allen belts: Chang 191-423
Magnetic field of the earth—Continued
sudden enhancement of atmosphere flare maximum: Křivský 191-450
sudden impulses: Matsushita 191-457
textbook: Mauersberger 189-372
Tungus meteorite effect: Plekhanov 191-58
turbulence: Moffatt 190-396
variations, 11 year cycle: Berishvili 191-453
Antarctica: Nagata 189-385
conjugate points compared: Wescott 189-393
continuous and worldwide: Nishida 190-419
Czechoslovakia and U. S. S. R. compared: Pěčová 191-448
D-layer: Pedersen 190-397
daily lunar: Onwumechilli 188-406
during I. G. Y.: Bartels 189-390
E-layer frequency: Mrazek 189-400
f0 F2 in central Africa: Rastogi 189-389
night airglow intensity: Silverman 190-398
ocean basin effects: Parkinson 191-440
Palau Islands: Gettemy 189-401
parallelism between H and Z: Simeon 191-439
plasma theory: Lucke 189-387
rapid: Romaňá 190-436
sea and land compared: Hill 191-441
semiannual: Priester 190-395
space and on earth correlated: Ness 190-432
volcanic activity in Japan: Uyeda 191-454
worldwide: Nishida 188-402
whistlers: Jiricek 190-448
Magnetic properties, anisotropic susceptibility: Zvoys'kyi 191-467
anomalous, effect of adjacent ferromagnetic bodies: Neumann 189-427
anhysteretic remanent magnetization: Patton 189-421
azimuth of magnetized sphere: Ponomarev 190-451
basalt, Germany: Refai 189-437
Mohole project: Cox 191-472
Magnetic properties—Continued
basic quantities, measurement of: Sanford 191-464
chemical magnetization: Howell 191-465
crystal orientation: Yamamoto 189-431
demagnetization, spore-pollen content of rocks: Ismail-Zade 189-441
demagnetizing factors, discounting: Andreyev 191-471
ferromagnetic domains, in alternating fields: Stacey 189-423
gabbro-pyroxenites, U. S. S. R.: Mikhailova 191-476
general review: Parasnia 190-450
hematite body: Dubois 190-459
inclination of IN, compaction: Vlasov 189-433
induced directional order: Iwata 189-430
laboratory shield, room-size: Patton 189-434
magnetization, bodies of weak magnetic permeability: Nedyalkov 189-432
single and double component systems: Brodskaya 189-426
magnetostriction, effect on natural remanents: Metallova 188-422
manganese minerals: Rao 189-443
meteorites, origin: Green 188-106
pyrrhotite: Kang 191-479
remanent magnetization, apparatus: Barinov 189-435
chemical: Kobayashi 188-420
hematite: Gross 191-475
high hydrostatic pressures: Kume 190-454
quartzites: Zavoyskiy 189-439
remanent to induced, ratio under field conditions: Larionov 191-481
reversed polarity, titanomagnetite: Metallova 189-442
rocks, U. S. S. R.: Dudarev 191-477
schists, Japan: Yaskawa 191-478
serpentine, thermomagnetic analysis: Stiller 188-419
shales and sandstones, Japan: Kawai 189-444
sills, direction and intensity: Everitt 189-454
soils: Cook 189-436
Magnetic properties—Continued
stability, artificial systems: Brodskaya 191-468
criterion for: Petrova 188-421
methods of determination: Petrova 190-456
spore-pollen content: Chiguryayeva: 189-440
susceptibility, anisotropy in rocks: Khan 190-452
Fe and Ni oxides: Lotgering 191-466
glacial till: Fuller 191-480
measurement of anisotropy: Girdler 188-417
torque method of measurement: King 189-428
variation with temperature: Petrova 189-425
tectonic regionalization, U. S. S. R.: Khomenko 191-493
textbook: Bates 190-449
thermoremanence, baked laterite: Wilson 191-473
thermoremanent magnetization, igneous rocks: Dickson 189-422
separation from normal: Bol'shakov 191-470
stability in magnetite: Vlasov 190-455
titanomagnetite, exsolution effect on remanent magnetism: Beversdorff 189-429
subsolidus phase relations: Kawai 189-424
viscous magnetization: Yanovskiy 191-469
Magnetic storms—Continued
DS variation: Sugiyama 190-441
forecasting: Sinno 189-411
general discussion: Chapman 191-460
geomagnetic equator: Ondoh 188-410
H and Z variations, preceding commencement: Chernosky 190-417
initial phase, horizontal intensity: Fukushima 190-445; Kokouchi 189-420
microstructure: Bouška 190-435
separate from main phase: Kozlowski 190-446
magnetic clouds: Hirono 189-412
main phase, trapped particles: Singer 190-428
measurements to 8 earth radii: Smith 190-415
micropulsations, fine structure: Troitskaya 190-416
microstructure: Troitskaya 189-416
morphology: Fukushima 190-423; Sugiyama 190-440, -443; Vestine 190-422
periodic phenomena, electron precipitation: Winckler 191-455
perturbations propagated to earth, variation with latitude: Wilson 188-409
polar regions: Cole 189-410; Nagata 190-425
preliminary reverse impulse: Vestine 190-409
pulsations: Bouska 191-459, -462; Ohl 190-431
related phenomena: Matsushita 191-457
ring currents: Akasofu 190-426; Dessler 190-427; Kellogg 188-411
rise time, magnitude of SC: Pisharoty 190-410
solar control: Bednářová-Nováková 191-458; Halenka 191-463; Maeda 190-420; Saemundsson 189-414
filament geometry: Bednářová-Nováková 191-461
prestorm conditions: Haurwitz 190-412
type IV-outbursts: Roosen 190-421
solar corpuscular radiation: Oba-yashi 188-413
Magnetic storms—Continued
solar flares, correlation: Sinno
189-419
latitude for causing storms: Jiang
188-414
solar radio bursts: Hughes 190-413
sudden commencement, hydromagnetic waves: Wilson 189-409
variation, Dst and Dm: Sugiura 188-412
Magnetic surveys, Alaska, Anchorage-Nome profile: King 188-453
Antarctica, Halley Bay ice shelf: MacDowall 189-476
Atlantic Ocean, profiles from Bermuda: King 188-446
Australia, Blinman dome: Munne 189-318
Belgium: Graulich 189-451
California: Mabey 188-452
China, Great Shingan Mountains: Hou 188-466
Czechoslovakia, Kleine Donau Plain: Müller 188-458
England: Bott 190-481
Germany, Elbe Valley: Kopf 189-470
Frankenwald: Fröhlich 189-471
Hammerunterwiesenthal phonolite: Jaeger 188-457
iron deposits: Sárchinger 191-550
Mecklenburg: Lauterbach 189-472
Thüringia: Franz 189-473
Illinois, regional vertical intensity: McGinnis 188-448
India, manganese: Rao 189-443
Italy, Monte Nuovo: Gianfrani 191-549
Puglia: Gantar 190-482
Japan, Mt. Kabuto: Kang 189-475
Maine: Allingham 188-447; Balsley 191-533; Bromery 191-532, 191-535, -537; Dempsey 191-536; Henderson 191-534
Manitoba, maps: Canada Geological Survey 191-546
Michigan: Balsley 191-542; James 188-449
New Hampshire: Bromery 191-539; Meuschke 191-538, -540
New Mexico: Andreasen 190-477; Joesting 188-343
New Zealand—Ross Sea traverse: Adams 188-467

Magnetic surveys—Continued
Northwest Territories: Canada Geological Survey 191-548
Arctic Archipelago: Gregory 188-455, 189-468, 190-480
Oklahoma: Lyons 190-324
Ontario: Canada Geological Survey 191-545
Oregon: Bromery 191-544
Pacific Ocean, Murray Fault: Raff 189-467
Paradox Basin: Joesting 190-325; Steenland 191-543
Quebec, iron deposits: Koulomzine 188-454
St. Urbin anorthosite massif: Rose 188-51
Rumania, eastern Carpathians: Airinei 188-357; Visarion 188-356
iron deposits: Ţeţeanu 188-463
south Carpathians: Ionescu 188-462
Sarawak, bauxite: Overseas Geological Surveys 191-561
Saskatchewan: Canada Geological Survey 191-547
Southern Rhodesia, Great Dyke: Worst 188-456
Tennessee and Kentucky: Watkins 191-541
U. S. R., Armenian S. S. R.: Vantsyan 188-258
iron ores: Andreyev 191-555
Kazakh S. S. R.: Ivankin 191-554; Stroiteleva 191-553
Kursk magnetic anomaly: Kopayev 188-464
nickel ultrabasics: Supak 189-552
Rudnyy Altay: Zhogolev 189-474
Sea of Azov area: Kravchenko 188-465
Siberia: Karataiev 191-557
Transcarpathians: Khomenko 191-551
Urals: Gernik 190-483
Uzbek S. S. R.: Tal'-Virskiy 191-377
volcanoes: Bernahteyn 190-622
West Siberian Lowland: Provodnikov 191-556
Yakutia diamond fields: Loshchakov 191-558, -559
Utah: Case 188-451
Vermont: Bromery 191-539; Meuschke 191-538, -540
Magnetic surveys—Continued
Wisconsin: Allingham 188-450
Yugoslavia, iron deposits: Damnjanović 188-459; Krulc 188-461; Perić 188-460
Magnetic susceptibility, instrumentation, bridge device: Bulgakov 188-424
loss during orogeny, U. S. S. R.: Malygin 188-426
sedimentary rocks, Rumania: Costa-Foru 188-425
stress effect, rocks: Kern 188-416
Magnetic susceptibility logging, model study: Kal'varskaya 188-440
Magnetization, stress effect, rocks: Kern 188-416
thermoremanent, stress effect: Kern 188-415
Magnetometers, metastable helium: Keyser 189-374
nuclear resonance: Bonnet 190-384, 191-431; Bottom 188-394
marine: Tsirel' 189-466
resolving power: Rotshteyn 189-465
Russian model: Pogrebnikov 189-376; Rotshteyn 189-375
rubidium vapor, field test: Ward 189-464
Świder Observatory in Poland: Kalinowska-Widomska 190-385
Magnetotelluric currents, stratified structures: Kovtum 190-111
theory of, source field: Price 190-104
Magnetotelluric exploration, anisotropic massifs: Rokityanskiy 190-109
oscillograms, method of oscillograms: Vladimirov 190-110
three-layer interpretation curves: Yungul 188-226
Maine, age, igneous rocks: Faul 188-35
age, quartz monzonite and slate: Pinson 188-36
Maine, magnetic surveys: Allingham 188-447; Balsley 191-533;
Bromery 191-532, -535, -537; Dempsey 191-536; Henderson 191-534
Majorca, electrical logging surveys, lignite: Sell Cantalapiedra 190-232

Manitoba, gravity surveys: Innes 189-308
heat flow, Flin Flon: Beck 191-389
mechanism: Lyubimova 191-387
magnetic surveys: Canada Geophysical Survey 191-546
Mantle, composition, high-pressure experiments: Ringwood 191-411
convection currents: Vening Meinesz 188-308, 190-364
effect on crust: Magnitskiy 190-365
differential, geophysical research: Magnitskiy 188-374
low velocity layer: Anderson 191-410; Gutenberg 191-409
olivine-spinel equilibrium: Ringwood 190-366
shear velocity distribution: Takeuchi 190-363
structure, oceans and continents: Aki 188-373
upper part, model: Ringwood 190-362
P-traveltimes: Lehmann 191-408
Upper Mantle Project: Garland 190-360; Hodgson 191-406; Uffen 191-407
Maryland, geophysical surveys, Rockville quadrangle: Griscom 188-280
Mediterranean Sea, age, marine sediments: Olausson 188-65
refraction profile: Leenhardt 190-602
Meteorites, age: Vinogradov 191-49
age, anomalous U-235/Pb-207 in Sikhote-Alin: Fireman 188-116
Bruderheim: Baadsgaard 190-71
cosmogenic C-14: Goel 190-87
nucleogenesis: Baranov 191-30
primary isochron of zero age: Murthy 189-55
radiation age of chondrites: Geiss 188-118
sodium-22, cosmic-ray age: Vilczek 188-117
terrestrial: Suess 190-86
thermoluminescence: Komovskiy 191-48
atomic abundances: Vinogradov 191-39
bitumen content, Grosnaya and Mighei: Vdovsky 191-38
Bulgaria, review: Nikolov 191-63
carbonaceous chondrites, lead isotopes: Marshall 190-79
Meteorites—Continued

carbonaceous chondrites—continued
mineralogy: Yudin 189-45
chondrites, structure: Khasha 191-56
collections, University of Illinois: Donati 188-119

collision, statistical study: Opik 188-107

composition: Yanvel' 190-64
Bruderheim: Baadsgaard 190-71
cosmic-ray effect: Arnold 189-39
Gumoshnik (Bulgaria): Penchev 188-112

Nikol'skoye chondrite: Kolomenskiy 188-123
U. S. S. R.: D'yakonova 191-61
cosmic ray effects: Arnold 189-39
Czechoslovakia, Příbram: Ceplecha 191-50, -51
electronprobe analysis, schreibernsite in Canyon Diablo: Adler 188-109

cosmic ray effects: Arnold 189-39

radioactivity, Bruderheim chondrite: Rowe 190-69

rare gases, Breitscheid: Hinterberger 191-40
Pantar: Merrihue 190-80
recent advances (1962): Briggs 191-34
Scotland, Rab' al Khali: Holm 189-56
South-west Africa, Ehole: Fireman 190-82
stone, dielectric constant: Alekseyeva 191-47
sub-acoustic waves: Jones 188-131
trace elements, Bruderheim: Ehmann 190-74
U. S. S. R., dust from Kunashak: Yudin 191-64

Elga: Vronskiy 191-52
Lipovskiy Khutor: Shaposhnikov 189-57
Tungus: Bronshten 191-59; Fesenkov 189-43, -44, 191-53; Idlis 191-54; Ivanov 191-55, -56; Obashev 191-57; Plekhanov 191-58; Tsikulin 191-60; Zolotov 188-124

Yardymly: Levskiy 191-44
Kunshak, composition of fusion crust: Kolomenskiy 190-65
magnetic properties, origin: Green 188-106

mineralogy, Nikol'skoye chondrite: Yudin 188-122
proposed catalog: Grigor'yev 188-110

Meteorites—Continued

Mongolia, Noyan-Bogdo: Vorob'yev 191-62
Nigeria, Akwanga chondritic aerolite: Macleod 189-54
organic carbon: Gregory 191-36;
Palik 191-37; Pearson 191-35
Mokoia meteorite: Briggs 189-49
nature of: Fitch 189-48
Orgeuil and Ivuna: Nagy 189-51
origin: Urey 189-47
significance: Bernal 189-46, -50
origin, asteroids: Hawkins 189-41
chondrules as indicator: Wood 189-32

grouping of types: Schilling 189-42
Mexico—Continued
seismicity, Tehuantepec: Figueroa
Abarca 188-152
volcanic activity, Bárcena: Rich-
ards 190-612
Tres Virgenes Volcano: Ives 190-
611
Michigan, gravity surveys, fracture
zones: Pohly 189-306
magnetic surveys: Balsley 191-542;
James 188-449
Microseisms, cause: Nanda
190-484
Czechoslovakia: Karnik 191-569;
Zátopek 190-487, 191-570
direction of approach: Báth 191-565;
Okano 190-492
direction of source: Monakhov 191-
572
dual maximums, France: Bernard
190-465
Europe, nature and origin: Zátopek
191-567
frequency selection: Korchagina
191-571
Hawaii, annual variation: Bernard
189-479
India, Madras: Anjaneyulu 190-491
mine subsidence, detection: Boyum
188-281
origin, crustal stresses: Leet 191-
562
propagation, continental paths: Ry-
kunov 189-480
Europe: Schneider 190-486
relief effect: Vasil'yeva 190-488
seismographs: Haubrich 189-478
short period, generation: Saha 190-
490
measurement of: Zapol'skiy 190-
489
spectrum: Frantti 189-477
subsoil conditions: Kishinouye 190-
493
Switzerland: Decae 191-566
U. S. S. R., noise spectrum:
Moskvina 191-568
worldwide activity recorded: Oliver
191-563
worldwide study, proposal: Iyer
191-564
Mine bumps, Czechoslovakia: Buben
191-670
periodicity: Hőfer 191-672
prediction: Anzyferov 191-669
Pribram A seismoacoustic station:
Simane 191-671

Minnesota, age, glauconite: Tyler
188-44
Mohole project, basalts, magnetic
properties: Cox 191-472
Mohorovičić discontinuity, change in
chemical composition: Bullard
189-353
drilling to, U. S. S. R.: Vozdvizhen-
skiy 190-359
Mongolia, age, igneous rocks: Bo-
brov 188-96
earthquakes, 1957: Solonenko 191-
78
electrical surveys, East Gobi de-
pression: Fomina 190-211
meteorites, Noyan-Bogdo: Vorob'-
yev 191-62
Montana, age, Precambrian rocks:
Giletti 188-47
earthquakes, 1959: Bailey 188-150;
Hofmann 188-147; Myers 188-
149; Ryall 189-72; Steinbrugge
189-71; Tocher 189-69; Wiegel
189-73; Witkind 188-148, 189-
70
Moon, atlas, photographic: Miyamo-
to 188-140
atmosphere: Green 190-98; Nakada
189-66
craters, origin: Fielder 189-63;
Miyamoto 188-136
stresses around: Warner 188-137
crustal rocks: Haynes 190-101
electrostatic erosion: Grannis 188-
135; Walker 190-96
exploration: Shoemaker 189-67
general review: Markov 190-103;
Sadil 190-102; Salisbury 190-
100
geology of possible bases: Green
190-99
hypsographic curves: Hédervári
189-68
Mare Imbrium, stress factor in or-
gin: Fielder 188-138
nonhydrostatic tensions, gravity
induced: Jobert 189-37
orthographic atlas, limb areas:
Arthur 188-139
surface, compared to sea floor of
earth: Chenoweth 188-142
structure: Fiedler 189-64
thermal fracturing: Ryan 190-95
surface features, origin: Urey 189-
65
Moon—Continued
surface features—continued
Procellarian system: Marshall 188-141
structure and origin: Firsoff 191-69
tortional oscillations: Takeuchi 188-210
volcanism, mechanism: Green 190-97

N
Nepal, age, metamorphic rocks: Krummenacher 189-29
Nevada, age, igneous rocks: Houser 188-48
earthquakes, history: Wood 188-156
electrical surveys, basalts thickness: Roller 188-251
gravity surveys: Kane 188-345
New Brunswick, geothermometry, sphalerite: Kalliokoski 191-396
New Hampshire, magnetic surveys: Bromery 191-539; Meusche 191-539; -540
New Hebrides, volcanic activity: Aubert de la Rue 190-631
volcanic earthquakes, 1959: Blot 188-597
New Jersey, age, basalt: Kulp 188-38
age, metamorphic rocks: Long 188-37
New Mexico, age, Rio Grande entrenchment: Ruhe 189-13
gravity surveys: Andreasen 188-342, 190-477; Joesting 188-343
isotopes, lead: Slawson 189-362
magnetic surveys: Andreasen 190-477; Joesting 188-343
New South Wales, geothermal gradient, Cobar: LeMarne 191-303
seismic surveys, magnetite: Hawkins 190-592
New York, age, Balmat: Doe 191-415
age, metamorphic rocks: Long 188-37
New Zealand, age, biotite: Hurley 188-27
age, granites and metamorphic rocks: Mason 188-100
crust, structure: Adams 189-351; Thompson 189-350

New Zealand—Continued
gеothermal energy: Byron 189-329; Goguel 190-349; Studt 190-348
thermal areas, isotope studies: Hulston 189-327, -328
volcanic activity: Healy 190-630
Nigeria, electrical surveys, tin placer deposits: Shaw 190-209
North Carolina, age, metamorphic rocks: Bryant 189-12; Davis 190-9; Kulp 188-40
age, zircon: Overstreet 188-39, 191-16
gravity surveys: Mann 190-323
Northern Ireland, paleomagnetism, Tertiary: Wilson 190-460
Northern Rhodesia, age, uranium mineralization: Cahen 190-16
Northwest Territories, age, granite: Baadsgaard 188-59
electrical surveys, Devon Island glaciers: Greenhouse 189-193; Voegtl 189-192
glacial movement, Devon Island: Cress 188-318
gravity surveys, Ellesmere Island: Crowley 190-328
magnetic surveys: Canada Geological Survey 191-548
Norway, age, galena: Moorbath 189-22
age, micas: Gerling 188-71; Kulp 188-70
radiocarbon dates: Trondheim 190-55
Norway, glaciers, movement: Glen 191-317
gravity surveys, Oslo area: Smithsonian 189-314
paleomagnetism, Permian: Everdingen: 188-432
seismicity: Kvale 190-126
Novaya Zemlya, glaciers, rate of movement: Svatkov 191-323
Nova Scotia, seismic surveys, Scotian Shelf: Macpherson 191-620
Nuclear explosions, air, energy to ground: Tandon 190-176
amplitudes of arrivals from M-discontinuity: Werth 189-158
detection, acoustic waves: Jones 188-131
Rayleigh waves: Sherwood 191-151
VELA UNIFORM: Bates 188-222
wave picture: Leet 191-207
earth deformations, detonation in salt: Hoy 191-289
Nuclear explosions—Continued
  earth tide effects: Balakrishna 188-193
  first arrival directions: Pasechnik 188-223
  ground motion, intermediate range: Swift 191-210
  initial phases: Brune 191-104
  P-waves: Wright 189-157
  seismic—electric effect: Zablocki 188-218
  seismic magnitude: Riznichenko 188-224
  shock studies, instrumentation: Lombard 191-209
  signal amplitude, explosion size: Carpenter 191-208
  strain release: Press 188-219
  Nucleogenesis, speed of combustion of elements: Grundland 188-102
  Null-amplifier: Frantz 190-261

O

Ohio, age, mica: McCormick 188-42
Oklahoma, gravity surveys: Lyons 190-324
  magnetic surveys: Lyons 190-324
  Olivine-spinel equilibrium: Ringwood 190-366
  Ontario, age, clay (Precambrian): Hurley 191-19
  age, granite: Ginn 189-16; Wetherill 188-53
  gravity surveys: Innes 189-308
Oregon, magnetic surveys: Bromery 191-544; Canada Geological Survey 191-545
radioactivity surveys: Schmidt 191-593
seismic surveys: Donath 190-580
Orogeny, cause, earth tides: Stovas 189-242; Woodriff 189-253
Japan and vicinity: Kawai 188-311
  polycyclic nature, Alpine in U.S.S.R.: Gamkrelidze 190-285
  stress during: Charlesworth 190-282

P

Pacific Ocean, crust, structure:
  Gaynanov 190-334; Santo 188-371, -372, 191-403, -404; Shechkov 189-349; Suzuki 189-347, 189-348
  Pacific Ocean—Continued
  earthquakes, mechanism: Ritsema 189-106
  East Pacific Rise: Menard 188-586
  heat flow: Foster 190-333; Uyeda 189-326
  Kurile-Kamchatka arc, submarine relief: Zatonskiy 189-615
  magnetic surveys, Murray Fault: Raff 189-467
  seismic surveys, Java trench: Kovylin 189-613
  West Philippine Sea Basin, guyots: Sato 189-614
Paleomagnetism, archeology, ceramic specimens: Burlatskaya 191-465
Carboniferous, British Isles: Everitt 188-431
Cenozoic, Australia: Mumme 191-491
U.S.S.R.: Akopyan 190-464
continental drift, evidence for: Kropotkin 188-310
Cretaceous, Quebec: Larochelle 189-452
expanding earth hypothesis: Egyed 188-427
inclination error, sediments: Griffiths 188-429
isoclinal maps: Hilten 189-445
laboratory methods: Frölich 189-449
Lewis thrust plate: Evison 191-483
lightning, effect of: Graham 189-448
Mesozoic, Antarctica: Bull 191-492
China: Van 190-465
Neogene, Japan: Takeshita 191-490
paleoclimates, correlation: Kropotkin 190-461
paleosecular variations, calculation of: Creer 191-484
Paleozoic, China: Van 190-465
Czechoslovakia: Bucha 191-487
U.S.S.R.: Rodionov 189-456
Paleozoic and Mesozoic, Greenland: Bidgood 188-430
Permian, Italy: Hilten 189-455, 191-486
Norway: Everdingen 188-432
pole positions, catalog: Irving 189-451
secondary magnetization: Hibberd 189-450
pre-Triassic, Japan: Kawai 189-458
**Paleomagnetism—Continued**

- Red beds, ferric oxide minerals: Van Houten 189-447
- Reference grid, areas of anomalies: Nodia 188-428
- Remanent magnetometer: Anderson 188-423
- Review: Doell 189-446

**Silurian, Union of South Africa:**

- Graham 188-433

**Stability, baked and unbaked sediments:** Everitt 191-474

**Statistical methods:** Runcorn 188-418

**Tertiary, Northern Ireland:** Wilson 190-460

- U.S.S.R.: Valiev 191-499; Vekua 190-463

**Triassic, England:** Creer 189-453

**U.S.S.R.: Yanovskiy 191-433**

**Thrust mechanics, analysis of:** Norris 188-434, 189-459

**Triassic, England:** Creer 189-453

**U.S.S.R.: Yanovskiy 191-488**

**Unreliability of thermoremanent directions:** Kuzhelov 191-482

**Paleotemperature, CaCO3, proportionally between:** Emiliani 188-385

**Pantelleria, gravity surveys:** Gantar 191-373; Gaynanov 190-334

**Paradox Basin, gravity surveys:** Steenland 191-543

**Pressure, rock, instrumentation:** Panek 189-595

**Puerto Rico, magnetic field, observations:** U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 189-378

**Puerto Rico Trench, crust, structure:** Bunce 191-619

**Seismic surveys:** Bunce 191-619; Hersey 189-610

**Plasticity, ice:** Tabata 189-603; Wakahama 189-601

**Rock, laboratory measurement:** Fairhurst 188-576

**Statistical correlation:** Judd 191-641

**Piezoelectric effects, quartz veins and pegmatites, U.S.S.R.:** Volarovich 191-203

**Planets, accreting, nonhydrostatic stresses:** Jobert 189-38

**Carbon in primitive atmosphere:** Suess 190-62

**Internal constitution:** MacDonald 191-51

**Plasticity, ice:** Tabata 189-603; Wakahama 189-601

**Snow:** Kinosita 189-602

**Textbook:** Thomas 188-567

**Radioactivity, pegmatites:** Skrzt 188-485

**Shale:** Kita-Badak 188-476

**Porosity, carbonate rocks, U.S.S.R.:** Nechay 188-271

**Potential field, extension into upper half space:** Tereshko 189-227

**Pressure, rock, instrumentation:** Panek 189-595

**Puerto Rico, magnetic field, observations:** U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 189-378

**Puerto Rico Trench, crust, structure:** Bunce 191-619

**Seismic surveys:** Bunce 191-619; Hersey 189-610

**Q**

- Quebec, age, anorthosite: Rose 188-51
- Gravity surveys, Gaspé Peninsula: Tanner 189-307
- Heat flow, Montreal area: Saull 189-323
- Magnetic surveys, iron deposits: Koulomzine 188-454
- St. Urbain anorthosite massif: Rose 188-51
- Paleomagnetism, Cretaceous: Larochele 189-452
- Seismic surveys: Hobson 190-583

**R**

- Radioactivity, air, France: Servant 189-491
- Air, Italy: De Santis 189-492; Mattana 191-579
- RaA concentration: Kapitanov 190-505
- Alpha-active nuclides, half life: Taagepara 189-484
Radioactivity—Continued

Angola, nephline syenite: Morais 189-487

Be-7, air: Shvedov 191-581

beryllium, photoneutron determination: Mezhiborskaya 191-574

Bi-212, branching ratio: Barkan 190-495

bismuth, half life: Kauranen 189-485

cosmic ray induced, dust in atmosphere: Rama 190-503

terrestrial materials: Rama 190-497

detectors: Kment 188-480
disequilibrium conditions, sediments: Pavlovic 188-471

energy of atomic nuclei: Torio 191-575

granite, France: Prouvost 190-498; Roubault 189-486

Scotland: Spears 188-474

U. S. S. R.: Balyasnyy 190-499

ground water: Tokarev 189-490

igneous contact: Nishimura 189-488, -489

Indian Ocean: Khitrov 190-502

indium: Watt 189-481

instrumentation, airborne monitor: Jones 188-478

deep-sea: Khitrov 190-502
discriminator for weakly active ores: Husain 188-479

lead, half life: Kauranen 189-485

lead-212, decay scheme: Giannini 190-494

minerals, flotation: Light 188-482

pegmatites, Poland: Skrzat 188-485

platinum, half life: Graeffe 189-483

potassium, beta-decay constant: Fleyshman 191-573

radon, atmosphere: Machta 190-504

radiohydrogeology: Tokarev 189-490

radium-C', half life: Ogilvie 190-496

rhenium: Watt 189-481

rocks, analysis: Vachnadze 190-501

Greenland, Ilfmaussaq batholith: Buchwald 188-473

U. S. S. R.: Ushakova 191-578

uranium and thorium content: Bloxam 191-575

variations at contacts: Nishimura 190-514

Radioactivity—Continued

rubidium-87, half life: McNair 189-482

samarium, half life: Graeffe 189-483

sediment, Black Sea: Starik 190-500

shale, Poland: Kita-Badak 188-476

stratification of the earth, cause of: Shneiderov 191-577

tellurium: Watt 189-481

turquoise, Yugoslavia: Vučić 188-475

tungsten, half life: Graeffe 189-483

vanadium-50, half life: McNair 188-468

volcanic sediments, Texas: Russell 188-472

water, Israel: Mazor 191-580

zircon, alpha activity, Japan: Yamaguchi 188-477

specific alpha activity: Zaghioul 188-470

Radioactivity exploration, airborne, scintillator: Mätveyev 189-497

airborne, theory: Seya 191-586

antimony deposits: Balaahov 188-500

boron, neutron analysis: Ostro­umov 188-504

gamma methods, oil pools: Grumbkov 189-494

gamma-gamma method, nonferrous metals: Polyakov 190-510

gamma-ray spectrometer: Grumbkov 189-496

geologic mapping: Bates 190-506

instrument calibration, simulated source: Davis 191-587, -588

instrumentation: Rothe 191-589; Yakubovich 191-590

methods, China: Grumbkov 190-516

oil, soft radiation: Langford 190-507

oil and gas: Alekseyev 190-515; Merritt 190-508; Yermakov 189-493

procedure, Japan: Sano 188-483

radon determination: Peacock 191-585

scintillators, fatigue: Flanagan 188-484

uranium: Troitskiy 191-583

U. S. S. R.: Petrov 189-498
Radioactivity exploration—Continued
uranium and thorium determined separately: Troitskiy 191-584
wooded areas: Matveyev 191-582
Radioactivity logging, activation analysis: Alekseyev 189-521
chlorine, effective cross section for slow neutrons: Zolotov 189-527
gamma method: Alekseyev 189-510; Voskoboynikov 190-512
calibration of instruments: Aksel'rod 191-598
density determination: Polak 191-597
depth of penetration: Filippov 191-596
isotope analysis: Guberman 189-511
porosity: Gulin 189-513
salt-water leakage: Moston 188-268
U.S.S.R.: Ismet 189-536
gamma-gamma method, coal deposits: Bilotserkovets' 188-506; Garkalenko 188-505
effect of cavities: Garkalenko 188-508
theory and methods: Filippov 189-529
heavy elements: Voskoboynikov 189-504
high temperature, sondes: Chelok'yan 189-532
isotope preparation: Zelenskaya 189-534
Japan, Akita Prefecture: Sano 188-510
Jóban district: Sano 188-512
uranium: Sano 188-511
joints in casing, depth determination: Chelok'yan 189-533
neutron method: Alekseyev 189-516; Guberman 189-517
absorption: Kozachok 190-520
boron and manganese: Fel'dman 189-505
character of impulses: Zakharchenko 189-508
elements in rocks: Lepyunskaya 189-526
elements of high absorption cross section: Filippov 188-503
generator: Bespalov 189-530; Voytsik 189-531; Yerozolimskiy 189-535
radioactivity logging—Continued
neutron method—continued
impulse source: Yerozolimskiy 189-515
optimum conditions for: Bulashevich 188-502
sodium and chlorine content: Blankov 189-525
temporal change of space-energy distribution: Dyad'kin 188-501
water-oil contact: Odinokov 189-512; Tsav 189-514
neutron-gamma method: Shapiro 190-520
coal deposits: Makarov 188-507
porosity: Kukharenko 189-518; Larionov 189-519, 190-519
velocity section: Ivankina 188-539
neutron-neutron method, distribution of thermal neutrons: Tal'yanskiy 189-520
porosity: Burov 189-509
oilfield development: Alekseyev 189-507
scintillation counters, slow neutrons: Dvorkin 189-528
U.S.S.R.: Bespalov 188-481
similarity principles: Guberman 189-506
sodium activation: Aksel'rod 189-522; Blankova 189-524; Reznov 189-523
cis-Caucasus: Shnurman 189-540
Kuybyshev area: Meshcheryakov 189-538
Orenburg area: Tsva 189-541
reefs: Bayembitov 189-542
Tatar A.S.S.R.: Shapiro 189-539
Volga-Ural district: Per'kov 189-218
uranium deposits, model: Grammakov 190-517
water-oil contacts: Bryant 188-509
radioactivity surveys, averaging: Savinskii 190-511
Brazil: Argentière 189-501; Wedo 188-486
California: Books 191-592
Canada, Arctic Archipelago: Gregory 188-455
Germany, faults: Löser 189-502
Hanford Plant area, Washington and Oregon: Schmidt 191-593
Iowa, Decorah fault: Lorenz 189-500
Radioactivity surveys—Continued
Japan, Chugoku Mountains: Haruki 191-594
Fukushima Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-494
Hiroshima Prefecture: Nakai 188-492
igneous contacts: Nishimura 190-513
Iwate Prefecture: Horikawa 188-498; Iwasaki 188-495
Jōban area: Horikawa 188-491;
Iwaki 188-495
Miyagi Prefecture: Koizumi 188-487
Miigata Prefecture: Kawachi 191-595
molybdenite: Shibato 190-213
Mount Asahidake: Sugiyama 188-490, -496
Okayama Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-497
ore deposits: Hatuda 188-499
Tsuyama basin: Nagahama 188-488
Yamaguchi Prefecture: Iwasaki 188-498
Kentucky: Bates 191-591
Tennessee: Bates 191-591
U.S.R., oil pools: Alekseyev 189-495; Dmitriyev 189-503
Red Sea area, age, Precambrian rocks: Schürmann 190-19
Remanent magnetization, magnetic anomalies: Books 190-453
peridotites, U.S.S.R.: Mikhaylova 190-458
sediment, compaction effect: Vlasov 190-457
Reunion Island, volcanic activity: Ducrot 190-633
Rhode Island, age, granite and slate: Pinson 188-36
seismic surveys, Black Island:
Tuttle 188-552
Narragansett Bay: Birch 190-579
Rock mechanics, arch formation:
Livingston 188-579
general discussion: Kahler 191-644
model studies: Watznauer 191-649
review of developments (1962):
Reed 189-589
Rumania, earthquakes, catalog:
Atanasiu 188-160
géothermometry, quartz: Pomîrlănu 189-334

Rumania—Continued
géothermometry—continued
quartz: Savul 188-368
sulfide ores: Savul 189-335
gravity network: Botezatu 188-337
gravity surveys, eastern Carpathians: Airinei 188-357; Visarian 188-356
iron deposits: Ștefănescu 188-463
salt deposits: Visarian 188-355
magnetic field, 1954-59: Constantinescu 188-400
secular variations: Constantinescu 188-399
magnetic surveys, eastern Carpathians: Airinei 188-357; Visarian 188-356
iron deposits: Ștefănescu 188-463
South Carpathians: Ionescu 188-462
magnetic susceptibility, sedimentary rocks: Costa-Foru 188-425
seismicity, 1957-59: Iosif 190-127
seismic surveys, Apuseni Mountains: Paicu 188-558

Sahara Desert, seismic surveys:
Layat 188-532
San Salvador, earthquakes, 1917:
Arenales 190-118
Sarawak, magnetic surveys, bauxite:
Overseas Geological Surveys 191-561
Saskatchewan, earthquakes, 1909:
Agarwal 190-116
géophysical surveys, Coronation mine: Rattew 190-246
magnetic surveys: Agarwal 190-479;
Canada Geological Survey 191-547
Saudi Arabia, meteorites, Rab’ al Khali: Holm 189-56
meteorite craters, coesite: Chao 189-55
Scintillators, threshold discriminators: Grumbkov 190-509
Scotia Arc, origin: Hawkes 190-284
Scotland, age, granites: Lambert 188-2
gravity surveys, rock density measurements: McLean 191-372
Sanquhar coalfield: McLean 191-371
Seismic curves, Rayleigh, continental oceanic paths: Shechkov 189-349
Seismic engineering, seismic force analysis: Nazarov 191-110
Seismic exploration, absorption coefficient of waves: Oblogina 191-604
advances reviewed (1962): Brundage 190-256
air waves: Kiselev 190-548; Mooney 190-535
amplifiers: Polishkov 190-573, -574, 190-575
borehole geophones: Konovalov 188-538
computer processing of data: Kantas 188-551
controlled directional sensitivity: Trorey 189-547
coordination with geological work: Faust 191-614
current status (1962): Melle 191-613
delay shooting: Honsho 189-559
dip control, computer program: Oksa 189-552
elastic properties, measurements in place: Swain 189-565
engineering: Azimi 190-576; Linehan 189-562; McGuinness 189-551; Moore 188-522
filters, high frequency: Lozinskiy 188-545
universal: Gol'tsman 188-547
fractured sedimentary rocks: Andreyev 190-531
gas expoder: Oilweek 190-570; World Oil 190-569
geophone-to-ground coupling, noise: Rosemann 191-610
grouping: Bespyatov 188-517, 190-547; Kaneko 188-529; Kate 190-522; Napalkov 190-526; Timoshin 190-525, 191-609
head waves, layered mediums: 190-543
instrumentation, amplifiers: Hefer 189-569; McManis 188-546
recording system: Oilweek 188-549
refraction system: Warrick 189-568
transformers: Khomenyuk 190-577
interference, analysis of: Gol'tsman 190-523
interpretation: Zav'yalov 190-530

Seismic exploration—Continued
isonormals, converted to isoverticaals: Kulikov 189-548
conversion to isoverticaals: Levi 188-513
layer velocity, traveltime curves: Petkov 189-545
Love waves: Okada 190-529
magnetic recording: Kage 191-616
marine, China: Bo 190-552
engineering surveys: Officer 188-548
offshore singing: Ghosh 188-519
secondary pressure pulse eliminated: Knudsen 189-550
pinch out layers, model experiment: Kün 191-168
Poland, 1917-61: Banas 188-521
preliminary reconnaissance: Khramov 190-567
progressive seismic waves, reflection and refraction: Cagniard 191-603
reflection, areal integration method: Kolmakov 190-545
automatic seismic profiling: Klugman 190-538
bubble effect: Pierau 191-608
construction of sections: Śliwiński 189-558
construction of reflecting horizons: Giotov 190-540
cross sections: Nagumo 188-527
directional reception: Vol'volskiy 188-526
discrepancies caused by rivers and marshes: Bobrovnik 188-531
effective velocity determination: Kozlov 190-541; Mu 190-553
expanding spread: Opitz 189-556
geophone spread: Nagumo 190-542
ghost elimination: Hammond 191-606
horizontal velocity: Krylov 190-542
inverse convolution: Rice 191-599
layered models: Bol'shikh 190-543
layered refractor: Kaneko 188-528
magnetic recording: Bespyatov 190-539
multiple reflection: Hesche 189-555
near-surface layer, effects: Goupillaud 188-524
n-layer problem: Gassmann 188-523
Seismic exploration—Continued
reflection—continued
one-dimensional model: Bennett 191-605
plane front method: Teplitskiy 190-550
reference plane: Giorgio 190-537
Seismoline computer technique: Sherwood 191-600
shot grouping: Olszak 189-554; Vol'vovskiy 188-514
smoothing of traveltime curves: Glogovskiy 190-546
synthetic seismograms: Diirschner 189-533
t₀/2 line method: Kharaz 188-525
transverse traveltime curves: Koryagin 190-551
traveltime curve analysis: Marek 191-607
vertical velocity variation: Gol'din 190-544
vibrator systems: Finn 190-533
zones of erosion and pinch out: Yurchenko 190-549
refraction, China: Yepinat'yeva 190-559
deep structures: Cassinis 190-554
engineering: Stam 189-561
envelope parabolas: Oliveira 190-532
flat platform structures: Shneyerson 188-535
head wave identification: Puzyrev 191-612
high pressure: Yepinat'yeva 190-555
methods used in Siberia: Yepinat'yeva 190-555
n-layer problem: Gassmann 188-520
nonstationary processes: Kravets' 190-558
reciprocal method: Hagedoorn 191-611; Hawkins 188-533
Sahara Desert: Layat 188-532
statistical uncertainty of models: Steinhart 189-560
three velocity layer structure: Kaneko 188-536
traveltime curves: Abdulayev 190-557
traveltime function: Weber 188-534
rockbursts, location of: Tárczy-Hornoch 189-566

Seismic exploration—Continued
shear waves, generation: Kaplan 188-516
shot-time recorder: Fedin 190-578
signal-to-noise, analyzer: Khomenyuk 190-571
directional linear surface force: Emura 189-544
reliability criterion: Gol'tsman 190-524
visual quality of record: Junger 189-549
stomper: Teupser 189-557
surface shooting: Lyuke 190-528
thin layers, filtering properties: Vasil'ev 190-527
three-component arrangements: Knothe 188-543
traveltime curves, two-layer mediums: Markuze 188-515
traveltime functions: Weber 188-518
U.S.S.R., Fergana: Vol'vovskiy 188-514
vP/vs: Molotova 191-601
velocity section, neutron-gamma logging: Ivankina 188-539
velocity variation with depth: Bulin 191-602
vibrator method: Holz 191-617; Militzer 188-550
wave-front charts: Musgrave 189-543
wave length computation, nomogram: Ginzburg 190-534
Seismic logging, synthesis of data: Khramoy 190-564
U.S.S.R., cis-Carpathian depression: Petkevich 190-566
Seismic scales, China: Van 188-165
Seismic surveys, Alaska, marine: Shor 189-339
Antarctica, Antarctic Peninsula: Behrendt 191-638
discrepancy with gravity data: Ushakov 189-584
ice shelves: Thiel 188-566
ice thickness: Dubrovin 189-585
McMurdo to South Pole: Crary 189-583
Yamato Mountains: Ishida 188-565, 190-593
Arctic Ocean: Hunkins 189-611
Atlantic Ocean: Savit 190-581
Bulgaria: Akrabova 191-630; Tuparev 191-629
Seismic surveys—Continued
California: Kovach 190-327
Canada, Arctic: Hobson 189-575
Gulf of St. Lawrence: Macpherson 189-574
China: Yerinat'yeva 188-560
Chai-Da-Mu basin: Tseng 188-561
Czechoslovakia, Vienna basin: Zouková 188-537
Denmark: Hjelme 189-579
Ellesmere Island, glacier thickness: Weber 191-621
England, coal fields: Clarke 189-577
France, Limagne basin: Carron 189-578
Germany: Große 191-628; Hermann 191-626; Reinhardt 191-627; Rische 191-624; Thomas 191-625
Greenland: Roethlisberger 189-576
Gulf of Mexico: Ewing 190-582
Illinois, glacial deposits: McGinnis 189-573
India, Ukai dams site: Central Water and Power Research Station Poona 191-637
Italy, geothermal energy: Cassinis 189-555
Miage glacier: Carabelli 190-294
Japan, ore deposits: Kitsunezaki 189-573
Spark: Chujo 188-563
uranium: Furuya 188-562
Java trench: Kovlyin 189-613
mine subsidence, detection: Boyum 188-281
New South Wales, magnesite: Hawkin 190-592
Nova Scotia, Scotian Shelf: Macpherson 191-620
Oregon: Donath 190-580
Puerto Rico Trench: Bunce 191-619; Hersey 189-610
Quebec: Hobson 190-583
Rhode Island: Tuttle 188-552
Narragansett Bay: Birch 190-579
Rumania, Apuseni Mountains: Paicu 188-558
Sahara Desert: Layat 188-532
Texas: Chang 188-553; Cram 188-369
underwater acoustic sources: Weston 188-530
Seismic surveys—Continued
Caucasus: Abdullayev 189-581; Tvaltvadze 189-580
cis-Carpathian downwarp: Petkevich 191-631
coordinated with drilling: Chirvinskay 190-586
Fedchenko Glacier: Berzon 189-582, 191-635
Fergana: Vol'tovskiy 190-587, 190-588
ice thickness: Pal'gov 191-636
Saratov: Bystritskaya 190-584
Siberia: Dorman 190-591; Tal'virskyi 191-633
Tatar A. S. S. R.: Tuyezov 188-559
Terskol Glacier on Mt. El'brus: Bokanenko 191-634
Turkmen S. S. R.: Mil'ishteyn 190-590
West Siberian Lowland: Telyakova 191-632
Venezuela, Lake Maracaibo: Levin 191-622
Wyoming: Earl 188-554; Sengbush 191-618
Yugoslovia, Tuzla basin: Roksanid 188-556
Ulcinj area: Dragasevic 188-557
Seismic waves, absorption, variation with distance: Kogan 191-112
attenuation, energy at focus: Rau tian 189-96
formula for: Brune 189-122
body, inequalities at great distance: Rocard 189-163
destructiveness, variation with period: Figueroa Abarca 189-115
dynamic response, mode superposition: Merchant 189-120
energy, formulas for calculation: Kogan 188-184
free oscillations of the earth, gravimeter recording of: Nishimura 188-180
recorded at Trieste: Bolt 191-116
frequency spectrum: Stewart 188-181
G-waves, attenuation and dispersion: Báth 190-137
initial phases, Alaska earthquake of 1959: Brune 191-104
Seismic waves—Continued
intersection with inclined surface:
Kozlov 189-125
leaking interface, propagation:
Phinney 188-183
Lg, granite layer: Saha 190-140
Lg and Rg phases, observed at
Prague: Pěč 191-117
longitudinal, $\ddot{\phi}$1: Maisuradze 191-118
Love, Euro-Asian paths: Payo
Subiza 190-139
P- and S-wave velocities, differences at short distances: Jef­
freys 191-114
period, most destructive: Figueroa
Abarca 188-182
piezoelectric effects: Kumazawa
190-141
Rayleigh, attenuation: Arkhangel'skiy
skaya 189-133; Boae 188-187
Chilean earthquake of 1960:
Savarenskiy 189-134
dispersion: Kuo 189-128
group velocities: Ragimov 191-120
mantle structure: Aki 188-373
Pacific Ocean: Santo 188-371,-372
phase velocity: Berckhemer 189-
130
radiation pattern: Brune 189-110
short period: Arkhangel'skaya
189-131
refracted, mean velocity determi­
nation: Kravtsov 191-115;
Lossovskiy 189-123
S-waves, polarization angle: Nuttli
189-121
surface, crustal studies: Tryggva­
sen 189-342
dispersion: Oliver 189-127
general characteristics: Koridalin
189-132
oceanic of 6-8 sec period: Oliver
188-185
velocity: Jeffreys 189-129
T-phase, dispersion: Northrup 191-
121
velocity, a variation with period:
Kuo 189-128
Baykal area of U. S. S. R.: 
Golenetskii 191-119
ratio of P- and S-waves: Yoshi­
yama 189-126
variation with depth: Jeffreys 191-
113

Seismicity, Africa, A. D. 628 to A. D.
1500: Ambroseys 189-87
Africa, West African Rift Valley:
de Bremaecker 188-159
Asia, A. D. 628 to A. D. 1500: Am­
braseys 189-87
Bulgaria: Kirov 189-78, 191-90
Chile, regionalization: Gajardo 188-
158
China: Khan' 190-128; Petrushevskiy
189-92; Savarenskiy 188-
164
Czechoslovakia, maps: Karnik 189-
86
India: Central Water and Power Re­
search Station Poona 191-95
Japan, 1923-59: Hiro 188-167
depth distribution of hypocenters:
Matsushima 188-172
Hokkaido: Ono 189-93
Korea: Rustanovich 190-129
Mexico, Tehuantepec: Figueroa
Abarca 188-152
Norway: Kvale 190-126
ocean areas, Sofar geophones:
Shurbet 191-89
recurrence distribution of earth­
quakes: Gayskiy 189-88
Rumania, 1957-59: Josif 190-127
South America: Asada 191-88
U. S. S. R., Armenia: Tamrazyan
191-91
Baikal-Mongol region: Florensov
191-94
Caucasus: Bagdasarova 188-161,
188-162
central Asia: Makarova 191-93
Kurile Islands: Fedotov 188-163
Tadzhik S. S. R.: Nechayev 189-90;
Shaginyan 189-89
Turkmen S. S. R.: Rezanov 189-91
world, 1958-59: Rothé 189-83
1959: Lotze 189-84
1960: Due Rojo 190-115
Seismographs, accelerometers, gra­
vimeter acting as: Balakrishna
188-194
amplification, frequency character­
istic preserved: Arkhangel'skiy
191-145
Chinese type 581: Haß 188-191
constants, calculation: Kirnos 191-
143; Moskvina 191-144
direct digitizing: de Bremaecker
191-123
electrodynamic, parameters deter­
mined: Shebalin 191-147
Seismographs—Continued
emagnetic, effect of amplifier
3 circuit: Polshkov 188-544
short period amplifier: Barr 189-
engineering geology: Shan’gin 189-
exhausted elements, warning sig-
galvanometers, pen-writing: Borise-
Russian GB: Borisevich 191-138
Hall-effect type: NaXecz 189-135
high speed scanning: Shteynberg
illuminator: Skur’yat 191-126
indicator equations: Savill 191-124
large displacements, recording of: Rulev 190-145
long-period, noise elimination: Sutton 190-142
oscillating system: Rombert 188-188
remote control: Maksimov 191-142
magnetoelectric, recording control: Aronov 191-132
microseisms: Haubrich 189-478
optical recorders: Kirnos 191-131
method: Kolesnikov 191-137
oscillographs, Russian SEO-I: Borisevich 191-134
parameters, transformation formu-
pen-writing device: Gol’dfarb 191-140
portable: Oilweek 190-143
Russian OSB-IV: Borisevich 191-
Russian OSB-V: Borisevich 191-
recorders: Ye 191-128
automatic control: Solov’yev 191-
luminescent memory: Borisevich
magnetic memory: Vetchinkin 191-
pen type: Borisevich 191-139
Russian VEGIK, engineering: Kirnos 190-144
seismic level recorder: Bugajski
short period vertical, transfer function: Bogert 188-189
strong motion, piezoelectric pick-
up: Fremd 191-125
Syowa Base (Antarctica): Eto 190-
testing apparatus: Gurevich 189-
water-well fluctuations: Rexin 189-
seismology, textbook: Savarenskiy 188-155
seismoscope, model experiments: Shan’gin 189-571
seismometers, electrodynamics, thermal noise: Jackson 189-138
Senegal, gravity surveys: Blot 189-
Seychelles Archipelago, age, granite:
Muller 189-26
Shear strength, clays: Bjerrum 189-
sand: Bjerrum 189-597
Shorelines, Pacific islands, eustatic:
Stearns 190-267
Stress waves, attenuation, logarithmic creep waves: Lomnitz 189-124
transient, tortional couple: Datta 189-144
Sierra Leone, gravity surveys:
Baker 188-353
Solar system, origin: Hoyle 189-33; Lyttleton 189-34
Solar wind, source of terrestrial hy-
drogen: de Turville 189-35
Solid transitions, pressures of: Ken-
South America, crustal structure:
Asada 191-88
seismicity: Asada 191-88
South Carolina, age, metamorphic rocks: Kulp 188-40
age, Pamlico formation: Du Bar 190-11
zircon: Overstreet 188-39, 191-16
radioactivity surveys: Schmidt 189-499
South Dakota, gravity surveys: Black 188-338
Southern Rhodesia, gravity surveys, Great Dyke: Worst 188-456
magnetic surveys, Great Dyke: Worst 188-456
South-west Africa, Ehole meteorite:
Fireman 190-82
Spain, electrical logging, lignite: Sell Cantalapiedra 190-232
magnetic field, measurements: Car-
düs 190-389, -390, -391
Specific gravity, gravity surveys in mountains: Vecchia 188-334
rocks, U.S.S.R.: Karpins'ka 188-359
Yugoslavia: Simin 188-354
Spitsbergen, age, beaches: Blake 188-74
Strain, measuring apparatus, high temperatures: Fisher 189-588
measurement, seismic fields method: Kundorf 190-568
mine rocks, birefringence measurement: Emery 191-655; Williams 191-656
photoelastic measurement: Emery 191-657
Strength, arch formation: Livingston 188-579
basalt, thermal shock fracture: Uyeda 191-699
case-hardening, effect of: Arnold 191-664
confining-pressure effect, instrumentation: Jaeger 189-586
determination, uniaxial compression: Hardy 189-592
distribution, coal mine workings: Osterwald 189-591
elastic-plastic transition, triaxial compression: Serata 188-573
fracture, effect of grain size: Brace 188-575
glacier ice, deformation mechanism: Shumskiy 189-606
ground, formerly loaded: Breth 191-663
ground movement due to mining: Berry 189-590
ice: Wakahama 189-601
closure of sub-ice excavations: Abel 191-681
creep tests: Butkovitch 189-605
function of structure: Serikov 189-608
rate of deformation: Voytkovskiy 189-609
modulus of elasticity, methods of determination: Link 191-643
Mohr's theory, vertical tectonics: Kanizay 188-569
permafrost and ice, mechanical failure: Gorazdovskiy 189-607
plasticity, and other physical properties: Newton 189-236
relative shear strength, conversion formula: Moore 189-599
Strength—Continued
relaxation phenomena, dam excavations: Reuter 191-677
rocks, anisotropy determination in jointed rock: Hereth 191-665
damsites: Huggenberger 191-673
device for tunnel and shaft measurements: Lauffer 191-662
energy distribution during fracturing: Vinogradov 190-598
energy of rupture: Vinogradov 191-652
experimental crinkling of schists: Paterson 191-642
experimental deformation: Khlobustov 191-653
experimental study: Oberti 191-675
high confining pressure: Tomashevskaya 190-599
high temperature and pressure: Lozano Calvo 191-651
measurement: Fairhurst 188-576; Malina 191-674; Protodyakonov 191-668; Talobre 191-667
microseismic study in mines: Bollo 191-661
model of dam abutment: Pancini 191-678
radiation effects: Kvapil 191-650
tunnels: Rabcewicz 191-679
rock mechanics: Hill 189-596
rock movement, suppression by bolts: Belin 189-593
salt, gallery design: Serata 189-600
sea ice, Antarctica: Serikov 191-683
stress concentration index: Sala 191-682
strain rate and temperature effects, triaxial compression: Serdengezi 188-574
tensile, rocks at minimum loading: Bacon 191-654
Stress, boreholes, determined from hydraulic fracturing: Scheidegger 191-666
changes, effect on rock properties: Obert 191-640
distribution, coal mine workings: Osterwald 188-570
instrumentation, borehole plug gage: Wilson 188-578
manifestations underground: Scheidegger 188-312
Stress—Continued
measurement: Panek 190-595
in place: Obert 191-659; Terzaghi 190-596; Utter 191-658
mine rocks, borehole gage: Obert 190-597
Germany: Kostelka 191-660
propagation, jointed rock: Tremmel 191-680
rocks, damsites: Takano 191-676
rock mechanics: Kahler 191-644; Poncelet 188-572
shaft or level, three-dimensional stress state: Hiramatsu 189-594
Stress waves, rock failure: Isaacson 188-577
Submarine geology, 10th Pacific Science Congress: Zhivago 191-689
Arctic Ocean, Chukchi Shelf: Cromie 191-684; International Geophysical Year Bulletin: 191-685
mid-oceanic ridge: Heezen 188-582
origin of basin: Eardley 188-583
seismic studies: Hunkins 189-611
Beaufort Sea, bottom topography: Carsola 188-584
Bermuda-New England Seamount Arc: Northrop 190-601
bottom sample collection: Bezrukov 191-686
coring, soft material: Zumberge 190-604
Gulf of Mexico: Ewing 190-582
Japan, Tsugaru Straits: Sasa 191-687
Mediterranean Sea, refraction profile: Leenhart 190-602
Pacific Ocean, East Pacific Rise: Menard 188-586
Java trench: Kovylin 189-613
Kurile-Kamchatka arc: Zatonskiy 189-615
West Philippine Sea Basin: Sato 189-614
Puerto Rico Trench: Hersey 188-581, 189-610
rate of sedimentation, ionium-thorium method: Goldberg 190-603
relation to other sciences: Bezrukov 191-688

Stress—Continued

Submarine geology—Continued
ripple marks, seismic origin: Oulianoff 188-580
sea floor, compared with surface of moon: Chenoweth 188-142
seismoacoustical studies: Sysoyev 189-616
Tasman Sea: Standard 188-585
Surface waves, dispersion curves, computer analysis: Press 188-186
Sweden, age, black shale: Cobb 188-12
age, micas: Gerling 188-71
crust, thickness: Tryggvason 191-401
glaciers, Operation Ice Tunnel: Lundbergh 190-295
isotopes, carbon of graphite and marble: Landergren 190-369
Switzerland, age, granite: Chess ex 189-25; Grullenfelder 188-66
age, micas: Jager 188-67
microseisms: Decae 191-566

T

Tanganyika, age, basalt: Curtis 191-22
age, Zinjanthropus: Straus 190-18
Tasman Sea, submarine geology: Standard 188-585
Tekrites, australites, Western Australia: Baker 190-94
australites, etched: Baker 189-62
gas bubbles, composition: O'Keefe 191-68
Georgia: Clarke 189-61; Furcron 190-93
origin: Schilling 189-60
meteorite impact: Barnes 188-132
parent-body hypothesis: Adams 191-67
terrestrial soil: Schwarcz 189-59; Taylor 191-66
volcanic processes on celestial body: Vorob'yev 188-133
spectral analysis: Vorob'yev 188-133
supposed sedimentary matrices, rubidium-strontium correlation: Pinson 190-92
uranium and lead content: Starik 188-134
Tennessee, age, black shale: Cobb 188-12; Faul 188-35
age, bentonite: Adams 188-41
metamorphic rocks: Davis 190-9
magnetic and gravity surveys: Watkins 191-541
radioactivity surveys: Bates 191-591
Tension cracks, depth and spacing: Lachenbruch 188-568
Texas, crust, structure: Cram 188-369
radioactivity, volcanic sediments: Russell 188-472
seismic surveys: Chang 188-553; Cram 188-369
Theodolites, magnetic, bar correction: Lepretre 188-395
Thermal properties, expansion, sandstone: Somerton 188-364
Thermal springs, France, Haute-Auvergne: Roux 189-623
Jamaica: Zans 191-388
Japan, Arima area: Nakamura 189-625
Hokkaido: Fukutomi 191-392
Mount Iwate: Nakamura 188-599
varieties of water: Sato 189-624
magnetic origin, heat regimen: Fukutomi 188-600
Wyoming, Yellowstone National Park: Howard 188-598
Thermoluminescence, meteorites, age: Komovskiy 191-48
Thermometers, borehole: Doig 189-330
Transvaal, age, conglomerates: Nicolaysen 188-61
Tristan de Cunha, volcanic activity: Harris 189-617; Nature 190-616
Tsunami, Japan: Kato 189-117; Ohya 190-136
spectrum, Acapulo: Munk 189-116
velocity: Nakamura 191-111
water height in bays: Nakamura 189-118
Turkey, earthquakes, mechanism: Öcal 189-108
magnetic field, bays: Özdoğan 190-405

Union of South Africa—Continued
age—continued
uraninite: Burger 188-383
palaeomagnetism, Silurian: Graham 188-433
United Arab Republic, age, biotite: Gheith 188-64
United States, age, radiocarbon dates: Crane 190-35, -56; Damon 190-58; Dorn 190-39; Stipp 190-43; Trautman 190-42
age, volcanic tuffs: Curtis 188-45
drilling activity, 1961: Carsey 190-245
volcanoes, catalog of active volcanoes: Coombs 188-588
U.S. S. R., age, biotite, Caucasus: Rubinshteyn 188-82
age, bones: Isabayev 188-15
extrusive rocks, Urals: Ovchinnikov 188-83
gabbro: Shirinyan 188-81
general listing: Rubinshteyn 188-9
glaucnite, west Siberia: Klyavrovskiy 188-91
granites: Ivanov 188-88; Sobotovich 188-92
igneous rocks: Ivanov 188-86, -87; Yel'yanov 188-94
igneous and metamorphic rocks: Chernov 188-85; Zhibov 188-93
kimberlite, Yakutsk A. S. S. R.: Mikheyenko 188-90
metamorphic rocks: Komlev 191-25; Ravich 188-89
micas: Filippov 188-78; Gerling 188-71, -76; Komlev 188-79; Semenenko 188-80
monazite: Gol'denfel'd 191-26
pegmatites: Slepnev 191-27
Precambrian rocks, Ukraine and Baltic shields: Vinogradov 188-77
radiocarbon dates: Starik 188-75
sedimentary rocks: Vistelius 188-84
time scales: Afanas' yev 188-4; Harris 188-6, -7; Ovchinikov 188-8
Ucrub, structure: Bichevina 191-402; Deniskin 188-143; Gal'perin 189-346; Godin 190-354; Popov 191-304; Tavtovsan 190-355; Ulomov 190-356
earth current surveys: Deniskin 188-143; Shabanov 191-76
U.S.S.R. —Continued
earthquakes, 1955: Kukhtikova 189-80
1958: Kondorskaya 190-122
depth of focus in Caucasus:
Tskhakaya 191-92
mechanism: Kukhtikova 189-107;
Stauder 191-132
Tadzhik S.S.R.: Nersesov 189-79
elastic properties, rocks: Belikov
190-172
electrical exploration, glaciers:
Borovinskii 191-245
electrical logging, Azerbaijan
A.S.S.R.: Kireyev 189-217
cis-Caucasus: Nechay 189-215
Chulym research drill hole: Poyarkova 191-259
Emba region: Ayzenshtadt 191-260
Khanty-Mansiysk research drill
hole: Kozlov 190-256
Kuban downwarp: Bedcher 189-216
Kyanizadag area: Dadashv 188-272
Maksimkin Yar research drill
hole: Shumenkova 189-219
Pokur research drill hole: Dryakovla 189-220
Rybin research drill hole: Gorbachev 190-236
surveys: Itenberg 190-234
Uvat research drill hole: Alferov
191-257
Volga-Ural district: Per'kov 189-218
Zhigalov research drill hole: Sul'mov 190-235
electrical surveys, Armenian
S.S.R.: Vantsyan 188-258
glaciers: Borovinskii 189-194,
189-195, 190-210; Tokmagambetov 191-244
microisotropy: Levadnyy 191-246
geophysical exploration: Shirokov
190-247
geophysical surveys, Amur-Zeya
depression: Volodarskiy 191-270
diamond deposits: Bondarenko
189-221
Fedchenko glacier: Berzon 191-635
Glavnyy Bol'shealmatinskiy gla-
cier: Borovinskii 191-268
Kazakh S.S.R.: Ayzenshtadt 190-249; Babayants 188-291

U.S.S.R. —Continued
geophysical surveys—continued
Kirovabad area: Dzhafarov 189-223
Kyzyl-Kum: Mel'kanovitskiy 189-222
Lower Volga: Kozenko 190-248
reefs in Cis-Urals: Khat'yanyov
188-290
Tashkent: Mel'kanovitskiy 191-269
geotectonics, recent movement:
Kazanchan 189-255; Rudich
188-315; Shul'ts 191-310
geothermal anomalies, Apsheronsk
Peninsula: Sultov 189-325
geothermal energy, Dagestan
A.S.S.R.: Dzhamsakov 188-367
Kamchatka: Svyatlovskiy 190-346
Kurile-Kamchatka: Averyev 190-345
geothermal gradient, Azerbaijan
S.S.R.: Aliev 188-366; Mekhtiyev
190-341; Tsaturyants 190-340
Karadag gas field: Tsaturyants
191-390
Tersko-Kuma Plain: Vorobyeva
190-339
geothermometry, igneous and meta-
morphic rocks: Krylova 189-350
glaciers, historical review: Cher-
kasov 189-285
ice formation: Makarevich 189-281
ice thickness: Pal'gov 189-284,
191-636
movement: Barvenko 189-280, 191-
321; Makarevich 191-320
thermal conductivity: Tokmagambetov
189-283
viscosity and cohesion: Tokmagambetov
189-282
gravity exploration, chalcopryite:
Mudretsova 190-332
gravity surveys: Artem'yev 191-375
Altay and Kolba ranges: Mironov
188-360
Baltic region: Faytel'son 188-358
Bukhara-Khiva: Vol'vovskiy 191-378
Donets Basin: Lebedev 191-376
Fergana: Vol'vovskiy 190-587
Kazakh S.S.R.: Moiseyenko
188-315
Rudnyy Altay: Zhogolev 189-474
Udmurth A.S.S.R.: Aue 190-331
Uzbek S.S.R.: Geyman 190-333; Tal'Virshtk 191-377
isotopes, lead in ores and intrusions: Tugarinov 190-375
magnetic properties, change during orogeny: Malgyn 188-426
quartzites: Kopayev 188-464
peridotites: Mikhailova 190-458
magnetic surveys, Armenian
S. S. R.: Vantsyan 188-258
iron ores: Andreyev 191-555
Kazakh S. S. R.: Ivankin 191-554; Stroiteleva 191-553
kimberlite dikes: Barygin 191-560
nickel ultrabasics: Stupak 191-552
Rudnyy Altay: Zhogolev 189-474
Sea of Azov area: Kravchenko 188-465
Siberia: Karatayev 191-557
Transcarpathian: Khomenko 191-551
Urals: Gernik 190-483
Uzbek S. S. R.: Tal'Virskiy 191-377
volcanoes: Bernshteyn 190-622
West Siberian Lowland: Provodnikov 191-556
Yakutia diamond fields: Loshchakov 191-558, -559
magnetotelluric sounding: Rokitskiy 191-74
meteorites, dust from Kunashak: Yudin 191-64
Elga: Vronskiy 191-52
Tungus: Fesenkov 189-43, -44, 191-53; Idlis 191-54; Ivanov 191-55, -56; Obashev 191-57; Tsikulin 191-60
Yardmy: Kashkay 191-43
microseisms, noise spectrum: Moskvina 191-568
paleomagnetism: Yanovskyi 191-488
Cenozoic: Akopyan 190-464
early Paleozoic: Rodionov 189-456
geostratigraphical scale: Kruglyakova 190-462
Ordovician: Komissarova 189-457
Tertiary: Valiyev 191-489; Vekua 190-463
radioactivity, granite: Balyasnyy 190-499
rocks: Ushakova 191-578
radioactivity logging, cis-Caucasus
Shnurman 189-540
Gamma anomalies: Ismet 189-536
Kuybyshiev area: Meshcheryakov 189-538
radioactivity logging—continued
Orenburg area: Talav 189-541
reefs: Bayembitov 189-542
Tatar A. S. S. R.: Shapiro 189-539
Volga-Ural district: Per'kov 189-218
radioactivity surveys, oil pools:
Alekseyev 189-495; Dmitriyev 189-503
seismic surveys: Dorman 190-591
Bashkir A. S. S. R.: Khat'yaynov 190-585
Caucasus: Tvaltvidze 189-580
cis-Caucasus: Abdullayev 189-581
cis-Carpathian downwarp: Petkevich 191-631
coordinated with drilling: Chirvinsky 190-586
Fedchenko Glaciers: Berzon 189-582
Fergana: Vol'vovskiy 190-587,-588
Saratov: Bystritskaya 190-584
Siberia: Tal'virskiy 191-633
Tatar A. S. S. R.: Tuyezov 188-559
Terskol Glacier on Mt. El'brus: Bokanenko 191-634
Turkmen S. S. R.: Ayzberg 190-589; Mil'shteyn 190-590
West Siberian Lowland: Telyakova 191-632
seismic wave velocity, Baykal area: Golenetskii 191-119
seismicity, Armenia: Tamrazyan 191-91
Baykal-Mongol region: Florensov 191-94
Caucasus: Bagdasarova 188-161, 188-162
central Asia: Makarova 191-93
Kurile Islands: Fedotov 188-163
Tadzhik S. S. R.: Nechayev 189-90;
Shaginyan 189-89
Turkmen S. S. R.: Rezanov 189-91
cis-Carpathian depression: Petkevich 190-566
specific gravity, rocks: Karpinsk'-ka 188-359
volcanic activity, Bezzymannyi:
Borisova 191-693
Ichinskaya Sopka in Kamchatka:
Ogorodov 188-593
Kamchatka: Naboko 190-625; Vlodavets 188-589
Kamchatka-Kuriles: Tomkeieff 188-590
Volcanic activity—Continued

Japan—continued
Noboribetsu: Murozumi 189-619
Sakura: Taneda 189-620; Yoshikawa 189-621, 190-626
Showashinzan: Matsuo 189-622
lunar eclipses, dust in atmosphere: Link 191-700
Mexico, Bárcelona: Richards 190-612
Tres Virgenes Volcano: Ives 190-611
New Hebrides: Aubert de la Rüe 190-631; Blot 190-632
New Zealand: Healy 190-630
Philippines: Alcaraz 190-628
prediction, chemical indexes: Murozumi 189-619
Reunion Island: Ducro 190-633
Sahara, use for increasing rainfall: Gèze 190-620
temperature variations: Taneda 188-594
tension in crust: Bouwer 190-605
Tristan de Cunha: Harris 189-617; Nature 190-616
U.S.S.R., Bezymyanniy: Borisova 191-693
Kamchatka: Naboko 190-625;
Ogorodov 188-593
Kamchatka-Kuriles: Tomkeieff 188-590; Zatonskiy 189-615
Karymsky: Gorshkov 190-695
Klyuchevskaya: Naboko 190-623
Klyuchevskaya group and Sheveluch: Markhinin 191-692
magnetic surveys: Bernshteyn 190-622
Plosky Tolbachik: Rudich 191-694
regionalization in the Kurile-Kamchatka area: Markhinin 191-697
Zavaritskiy: Zelenov 191-696
Volcanology, Gegam-type volcano: Karapetyan 191-690
lava, flow dynamics: Yokoyama 188-587
Volcanology—Continued
magma chambers, behavior of volatiles: Matsuo 189-626
regionalization, U.S.S.R.: Vlodavev 190-624
review: Bullard 190-606
steam pressures: Nekhoroshev 190-336
thermal shock fracture of basalt: Uyeda 191-699

Washington, age, granodiorite: Lipson 188-56
electrical surveys, lead-zinc deposits: Crosby 189-190
glaciers, movement, Blue Glacier: Shreve 191-315
gravity surveys: Stuart 188-347
radioactivity surveys: Schmidt 191-593
Wisconsin, magnetic surveys: Allingham 188-450
Wyoming, age, Precambrian rocks: Giletti 188-47
age, uranium migration: Robinson 188-14
electric logging, interpretation: Patchett 188-267
gravity surveys, Yellowstone National Park: Pakiser 188-339
seismic surveys: Earl 188-554; Sengbush 191-618
thermal springs, Yellowstone National Park: Howard 188-598

Y
Yugoslavia, electrical logging, coal basins: Perić 188-270
electrical surveys, bauxite: Krulc 188-256
coal basins: Mladenović 188-257
graphite: Ristić 188-255
geophysical surveys, chromite: Šumi 188-299
oil and gas: Aksin 188-289; Muži-jević 188-288
gravity surveys, Tuzla basin: Roksandić 188-556
magnetic surveys, iron deposits: Damnjanović 188-459; Perić 188-460
radioactivity, travertine: Vučić 188-475
seismic surveys, Tuzla basin: Roksandić 188-556
Ulcinj area: Drašević 188-557
specific gravity, rocks: Simin 188-354
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